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MEW ADFERTISEMENTS THIS

The Burrill National bank
Hancock Co Savings Bank
Foreclosure of mortgage—Fred Wataon
Puree found
Black poplin coat loet
Statement of the ownerahtp. management,
circulation, etc., of the EUaworth American
M E Carliale—Livery
Applea for aale

EL.LSWORTH, MAINE
The Safest Investment in the World
United States

Government,
Liberty Loan of

Second

4

WEEK

Bijou theatre

per cent.

There witljbe

1917.

All

This Bank will be glad to take your subscription and atto all details without charge. Write us. we will
gladly
Come in, If you can-let's talk
give you all information.

m.

MAILS CLOSn AT NSTOmCI

itend

Ooiito Wbst—IP AO a m; 6.60 p m.
Going East—6.10 a m; 8.46 p'ks.
Sunday. (Until Nov. 96.)
Arrive from the west 8.11 a m. Closes for
west 4.60 p m.

itorer.

hour before mail closes.
WEATHER

For Week

IN

Ending

KLLiWOKTH.

Midnight Tuesday,

at

Oct. 4, 1917.
| From observations taken at the powet
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Hivei
Power Ca., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given In inchef for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.J
Weather
Precipconditions
itation
Temperature

and

Horse

Automobile

or

night,

86—
88—
o2-

Paul D. Tapley left yesterday tor Orono
University of Maine.

16.

reasonable rates.

Mrs. Ellie Campbell of Goulds boro was
brother, B. T. Sov le, last

week.

or

week.
triends of Wes ey Sowle are
learn tbat he is improving after

to

severe

some

Mrs. Arthur Howard of Dover, with ber
cbildreo, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Ella G. Nash.

Dogged that

Printed At

It”

Does
at

sermon

be the
Unitarian

Sunday morning.
Capt. George P. Woodward and wife
of New York are visitiug Capt. Woodmother, Mrs. W. P. Woodward.
Hancock hall
benefit of the
The proceeds will go toward
be

dance at

a

evening,

to-morrow

for the

Red Cross.
the purchase of yarn.
The M. C. R. R. has granted regular

The American Office

points

reduced rates from all

in

Hancock

county to Ellsworth for the agricultural
contest Oct. 19 and 20.
The woman’s club

Best qualm Red I.iuh water-proof end grease-proof vegetable parchment paper. pnufed wHU-ituuo-paper lux to miaipty
with new law. .Tb*s« la cheaper paper ou the tn vrket: none better.

5( 0 sheets

1000

special printing:

“

“

“

“

3.00;

“

2.75

meet at

IU

4*

the

pitMUtl

UC

U.

8.

1*0*144 k».,
A.,
assigned to service at Syracuse,
L.cui. .kioore left last night for

last**.

Si pore,

has been

Y.

his

pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.75

will

reuuiug root** »i i.to pum; iiursr.v next
'1 u«
; «la('UUUU, Ou. 1U. Ml 3 u'uiUt'S

N.

paper and

wife

accompanying him.

8yrscuse,
The drive for the second liberty loan, at
4 per ceut, is on. Haiders of the interim
certificates for tbe first liberty bonds may
have

luein

exchanged

the 4 per

for

Flain printed butter paper, blank 'or name, pound size, 35 cents a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid; uuder four
pounds add 8c a pound for postage.

SON

Mrs. K. B. Mathews
Thursday afternoon -at '2.30 A large

on

the

leading companies of

and

this

countries

foreign

is

deaixed.

Pearl Lord of Calais is tbe guest of
Last week Mrs.
Q. Adams.

J.

Adams

Representing some of

with

sea&ou

attendance

Mrs.

fire and automobile insurance

guests

Miss

auu

were

the

automobile

trip

Helen Adams

Opportunity

cr**ie

in estate of WMO
lor JO. is or 10 year*.
**ou
required:,tree deed lo
"rite to-day.

by paying almplc

of Mrs. Lord

Friday

No lortber paycare of death.

Strawberry Plants and
Raspberry Bushes

on an

lor

a

visit

Topeka,

m

Kan.

He

there to Berkeley, Cal.,
daughter, Mrs. F. U. Allinson,
who, with Prof. Allinson, is now there.

Storage Batteries Repaired and
Recharged
“d StiTe“ Pr0per
ttmugh VintS?

Fruit Trees, Shrubs and Rosebushes

•State 8t.,

next

R o Y A

ll,

Motor Boat
A»Ply

or

Kllbworth,
'*«

Hopkins

Mr. and

has sold his house
Harold

Hopkins

Mrs.

P. Carter.

will leave

Ells-

early next month, to make their
laiand Falls with their daughter,

week

Maine
Bay id Hi|M Semes

J- F\ STUDER
Public Car
Piiw INN* Bum
* f •*'«* Cart.
CUSWBBTB, BE

Mrs. Seth T. Ctmpbell.
The four-minute men who will speak at
the B:jou theatre thia week will give their
attention to the
loan

HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY CO.

society will
6.90, for

Linnehan’s Auto
Three Oars;

day

Livery

night service

Prices Reasonable

117-2

he held this

evening.

ail members of the

and
FOR

Shrub

|SALE

MissiCaroline Harrington

Mrs.

aB

C. D.

boy

a

for

He

years made his borne with her.
has many friends in Ellsworth who

good

wish him

luck in the service.

KLL8WORTH FALLS.

only, will he served at
Monday evening.
vestry
Forrest R. Treworgy, a graduate of tbe

for club membe<a
tbe

nex-.

Ellsworth

high
of

school

Maine last

and

from

Jane,

the

has been

of the Sherman high
Awaitiug completion of a new
the
building,
opening waa delayed

elected

web

here

Friday and Saturday.
Philip Jordan and wife and little
daughter Dorothy, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
visited here recently.
on

Mrs. W. H. Brown arrived home Tuesfrom a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
D. F. Fitzinorris, at Allstou, Mass.

day

Vera Gray of Orrington has been
her aunt, Mrs. D. B. Merrill.
She went from here to Pittsfield to teach.
Miss

visiting

W. H. Brown, who has had a crew
building dams on the West Branch the
past two months, ha* finished and moved
home.
ol Old Town is visitliairy Au<mu auu LlUe

Mrs. E*rl Clarke
ing

her

pitruttbt
have been

sou

visiting

his

principal

The annual fair oj^the Methodist society
at Hancock bull l*«t Wednesday, Thursand

Friday

was

«

A

inciai

success.

Excellent programs were luruia^.J nfternoon and
evening, flue dinners ...
served, there wea an attractive array ol

I

40

"

on

"
**

application.

Nov. 15, 1917.
Dec. 15, 1917.
Jan. 15,1918 (with accrued interest on
both deferred installments)

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth

—

Three Hundred Boy* and Girl* Coming to Ellsworth Next Week.
Friday end Saturday of uext week, the
tb*

Ernest Carter had the fingers of

one

Mias

Annie Carter

ployed

at

who has been

Sugar Hill, N. H.,

em-

visiting

is

her

father, John H. Carter.

George Cunningham was called to West
Surry last week by the serious illness of
his mother, Mrs. Emeline Cunningham.
DObbAKIHOWN.

P. G. Tourtelotte is working in Machias.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A^Meader, who have
been visiting here, left for Skowhegan

to-day.
Julia H. Barron is at home from

Miss
Lee

where she

from

Lois

the

brother in Sherman and other relatives

re-

bAhkUOOi).
Linwood
ents

a

few

Garland, after visiting his pardays, has returned to bis work.

About

freshments

Castiue club

for

were

which

a

at C.
Re-

served.

near-by towns responded
nobly to the call, and have accomplished
much good work. They have knitted 112
tweeters, 160 pair of wristlets, 50 hemlets,

county is well shown in the lemark made
by one little chap who lives on an

L3 scarfs and tw'o

TBe boys

and

girls

more

CONTRIBUTIONS,

cornin'*, snd

ar#

The

than 300 of them.

open

!

morning,~Oct.

|

entertainment

while

in

city.

the

#100.06

Fugeue Hal*...

Harry

The

500
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.C0

W

12.00
10,00
5.00
5.00"
5.00
5.C0
1.00
5.00

5.00
3.65

Haynes,.

following committees have the matter
Total.
#191.65
fully in charge:
DISBURSED ENT9.
Finance, Dr. A. C. Hagerthy, chairman;
Paid for wool.
$191.23
J. T. Silvy, C. K. Burrill, L. F. Giles, and
Martin L. Adams
#191.65,
Entertainment, H. M. Hall, chairman;
WORK IN BLUEHILL AND VICINITY^
Mrs. O. W. Tapley, Mrs. A. H. Jov, Mrs.
In Bluehill and neighboring
towns
C. K. Burrill and Rev. J. W. Tickle. The i
under
the
city is to be divided into three divisions, similar work whs done,
of Airs. F.
B. Kich .rds of
and three soliciting teams will canvass le«dership
the city for entertainment for the boys Cleveland, O., a summer resident. Mrs.
Richards contributed *500 with which
and girls.
Following is a list of the prizes, total- to begin the work and purchase worsted
ing |400, which will be awarded the last and knitting ueedles sufficient to furnish

form

of

bank

ac-

counts.

Scholarships, total, fl7o.—All scholarare for |26 each, one being awarded

ships

more

materials

|200.—This turn
about sixty prizes,

j

than 100

women

sweaters,wri8tlets and stockings for the
Navy League. She sent to one U. 9. coast
cutter, several
boxes, coutaimug 414
articles for the sixty-nine men.
Then a subscription wa9 taken up by

the summer colony to
work, and several
project.
sent to Washington.
Special Pou'try Prizes, total, |26— ;
assisted in organizing
not
Poultry exhibits are
required

boy

each cluo

at

the

or

county

modations

are

exhibits.

Each

contest,

but

accom-

available for

twenly-tive

poultry

will

club

towns

Entertainment U free for all
club
members, who complete their wo-k as
required, Friday n >on to SUurday noon,
with
tueir local
inclusive, toge.h r
leaders.

continue the

good

boxes

were

more

Mrs.

Richards also

the work

in other

of the county.

COMING EVKMS.

be

given the honor of
this number, Mini

with the needed

knitting helmets, scarfs,

for

girl winning the highest

to the

score in

cents.

World** Oldest Observatory.
Pekin has the oldest astronomical
observatory In the world. It was established in 1279, and it contains several instruments which were placed
there upon its opening.

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mis

Johu A Peters.
Johu F Whitcomb.
to the little visitors who will arrive
A W Ellis.
19.
The eescoast i
Friday
Bertha Joy Thompson.
mission boat Sunbeam is scheduled to j
Flora Osgood Roberts.
leave Deer Isle wharf early on that morn
Fulton J Re-.lman.
Stebbius and Mrs Moody of
in if and bring at least thirty. From all \
Boston and Lamoine.
over the county they will come, by every
and
when
the ! Greenwood grange of Eastbrook,
means
conceivable,
Mrs R. E. Mason.
program opens at 1.30, the reward to !
Miss Alice H Scott.
which they have
been looking all the
Fulton J Redman
will
at
last
have
come.
year
Hou Aruo W King.
Monday evening at a citizens’ meetiug Hon L A Emery
held in the board of trade room in Ells- Johu O Whitney,.
worth, arrangements were made (or their Martin H Haynes.
will be thrown

Leon Brown of

Ellsworth Pills. The car
road, just missing a telegraph pole
and plunging into a
deep ditch. Mr.
Brown was tbrotfa turough the wind
shield, but escaped without injury. The
car was badly shaken up.

of hose.

gone.”

left the

Harry Sargent was learning to drive an
Sunday unde instructions of

pair

Of these garments twenty-two were
island off the coast. The local leader
to the Navy League at Washington;
riven
in
trying to get bis mother’s consent
L63 to the coast patrol of Maine. Four
order that he might go with the rest of
Hancock
the
to
sweaters
county
the boys, and she said: ‘‘No, Johnnie, 1
boys who left for Ayer September 21; 112
guess you’d better not go. I’m afraid ;
garments given through the Red Cross of
your table manners aren’t very good, and
Ellsworth to the boys who left Ellsworth
you’d get things all twisted up where Oct.
3, for Ayer; thirty-six garments
you’d be entertained.” The poor little
given to the Red Bross of ELsworth for
fellow, with great fear in his heart and j future distribution. T^ree
hundred fractears nearly bursting from his eyes, said:
ture pillows were «i»o wat to the Red
tkOb, mamma, if you'll «>uly let me 50 I’ll [ .row* of iiosh's,
promise not to eat a thing ul: the ti:m I'm
A liu-tuet l !M»re»nr-ot f«il4tjw>r
was

being represented in
all exhibits will receive prizes as fo lows: One first, |2;
four seconds, fl 25; twenty thirds, 90

automobile

complet-

Ellsworth and

been

cently. it was her first visit in Aroostook
county tor tweuty-two years.

and

up work of knitting for the

took

of the army and navy, h8ve

men

to be in

will leave this week to enter Bates
Mrs.

j planned,

attendance in full force.
The light in which the coming contest
is held by the boys and girls all over the

promises

of the contest:
teaching. She day
Bank prizes, total,
college.
will be divided into
Trueworthy visited her andawatded in the
has

Ellsworth

19j7dab season is fast growing to a ; ed their work in order to devote their
close and all of the boys and girls who have i energies to the Red Cross.
completed their work are looking forward ! This work was organized early last
to the, county contest. Already twenty- I
Bpring
by Mrs. John A. Peters and
seven
and stories have beeD | V»i” Alice H. Scott. The women of
records

homes of i-llsworth

band

The
some

of

women

The

Frank Haslem and wile of Bar Harbor
and Leroy Haslem and wife, accompanied

James W. Carter baa moved to Camden.

The loyal

Hancock county towns who before the
organization of a Red Cross chapter was

bo s' and girls’ agricultural clubs will

be held at Hancock hall. Ellsworth.
cit must provide entertainment for
noys and g rls who are coming.

there will be

KLIiSWOKI'li.

Work of Hancock County Women for
the Boys of 1917.

annual exhibition and county contest of

J. A. Austin and wife.

by friends from Bangor, spent Sunday
with Arthur W. Salisbury and wife.

FOR ARMY AND NAVY,

COUNTY CONTEST.

parents,

until Oct. 8.

day

<•

We shall be pleased to receive your application and attend to
same, without auy cost to you, whatsoever.

received

Mp«. E. II. Seivey of Bangor

thirty gathered
party
Supper
O. Garland’s oue evening recently.
parish.

school.

Home-Made Marmalade

and

liberty

The auouai supper of the Unitarian club,

ELLSWORTH University

Ctlipiwm.

issue of

The annual meeting of the Unitarian
at

or

second

bonds. Tbe speaker for Friday e zoning is Rev. R. B. Mathews, and for Saturday, Harry L. Crabtree.

MAINE

UIMf.

ALBERT N. CUSHMAN 22 WATER ST.

to

K.

Hancock street to

lars.

Coart House, Ellsworth

T° LET by day

Edward
on

Send in your orders for Spring DelivWrite for catalogue and circuery.

C#re

P.

visit nis

home in

NOMLM. KAMI

A.

to

worth

also

WUTEI S. MCUEI, lataraaca Altai

T*a^aa> m

brother of

several

through the Wnile mountains.
Former Chief-Justice L. A. Emery left
will go from

Is Your

a

for

badly crushed in a cider press Saturday.
Raymond Cunningham baa returned to
Tbe Thursday club of the CongregaChicago after spending the summer with
tional parish will bold its first meeting his
parents here.

Mrs.

—Established 1807-

He is

Ellsworth,

of

WKST

K. Foster, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Austin M. Footer ol Ellsworth, has enlisted in the stratum section signal corps,
and left Bangor last Saturday for Fort
Slocum, N. Y.

of the

&

interest in aviation

ceut

Herbert

C. C. BURRILL

much

time.

Wiggin

will

the

church next

There will

Price, including

listed in the Royal Flying Corps, with
James E. Mutty of Brewer. They are at
the Long Branch training camp at Toronto, Can., the detachment being made up
of about ninety per cent of Americans who
base enlisted in that dangerous but interesting branch of the service. Savage
was a senior in Bangor high school and

Mrs. Wm. A. Uoyal, win underwent
an
operation last week at Bangor, is

“It’s

2 per cent with
18
40

is another
is section who has en-

from tb

man

young

has taken

theme of the

__

passed.
Harry L. Savage of Brewer

illness.

ward’s

Paper

a

Subscribe!s who wish to take advantage of the iuoU.iment paypayment as follows:

ments are entitled to make

|

two

M. R. CARLISLE!
Butter

^lad

improving.

and Straw for sale.

Hay

58—

42—

61—
42—

the guest of ber

at

Boarded, day

6J—

forenoon afternoon
fair
fair
rain
cloudy
fair
rain
rain.cloudy fair
fair
fair
fair
cloudy
fair
rain

its annual (air,
Bayside grange
dance and supper Tuesday evening, Oct.

Driving and Team horses.
Horses

42—

13 m
6060—
64—

—

will bold

[The old Hale .Stable, recently conducted by F. H. Osgood]

day

4am
62
63

are

C. L. Morang baa opened the new annex
to his department stora on the north side
of Main street, and closed the stora in the
Tapley block on the south side of Main
| street that he has been
occupying since
the tire that destroyed two of his buildings last winter. The new store has been
remodeled from one of the burned build.40 ings, but so thoroughly overhauled that it
.11 i is practically a new building.
It is con.20 nected with the old stora
by a wide arcade. The annex is one of the most attractive stores in eastern Maine. In artificial lighting arrangements it is unsur-

to enter the

LIVERY
Two Cars for l.et,

Wed
Thur*
Fri
Bat
Sun
Mon
Tues

Due Nov. 15, 1942.

in full of any subscription for an amount of bonds not in
excess of $1,000 face value may be made with application.

tember 2B. Mr. Walker ie at pnsent in
the employ of the American Wot len Co.,
of Providence, as elsctrician in one of
and
Mrs.
its
many
plants. Mr.
Walker are at home at 688 Broadway,
friends
Providenoe. Many Ellsworth
extend congratulations.

Registered mall should be at postofBce half
an

Bearing Interest from Nov. 16,1917.

new

Payment

ladies

garments

mails aacaiTHD.

Week Day.
Faou Wnsr—6.41,11.46 a m; 4.34 p
Fbom East—11.10 a m; 6.32 p m.

From now until Oct 27, we will receive subscriptions for tbe
issue of United Statef 4 per cent, bonds.

having flnished knitted
requested to bring them to
Red Cross rooms Monday, Oct. IS. All
ladles having sweaters nearly finished
are asked to complete them for that date.
Rad Cross rooms are open
Monday
Wednesday and Friday from 1.30 to 5 p. m
Miss Dorothy Day of Weehawken, N.
J., and Churchill Alton, sou of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard C. Walker of Ellsworth,
wen married at Providence, K. I., Sep-

effect, Sept. 30, 1917.

Tr

a

boys at Ayer.

AT iluwoiti loaTomci.

The rate Is attractWe. the security
unquestion.
at*I« and the object a worthy one—"A Loan for
Liberty, and for Liberty Alone.'*

No. 41.

”i

roaromoi

iuiwoi^

Second Liberty Loan

cooked food and candy
sale Saturday at 2 p. m. in the store on
Main street formerly occupied by E. E.
This sale is by the Ellsworth
Joy.
Soldier Boys Aid clubs and is for the purpose of buying blenkets for the Ellsworth

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

at tii

SDbnturuuntf.

booth! and ■ good agricultural display.
The weather was not all that could be
desired, and the entertainments Thursday
and Friday evenings were not ss well attended as they should have been, considering the high class of the programs.

LOCAL AFFAIRS

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

afternoon, October 10,1917.

Wednesday

Thursday evening, Oct. 11,
hall

Dance for benefit
Tickets, 35 cents.
—

of

Hancock
Red Cross.

at

Tuesday evening, Oct. 16. at Bayside
Orange fair, dance and
supper. Higgins’ orchestra.
| Saturday, Oct. 27 Annual meeting
Hancock County Farm Bureau, at Hangrange hall

—

—

cock hall.
Seed improvement
Thursday, Nov. 15
meeting of Hancock County Farm bureau
at Hancock hall.
—

Doing.
Dess—“No, Ferdinand, no; I can onudinire and respect you on thirty a
week; I could not possibly love you
on less than one hundred."
.y

Friday and Saturday, Oct. 19 and 20, at
Hancock hall—County contest of boys’ and
girls’ agricultural cluba.

JBntnal

SUNDAY SCHOOL

innD BT “»C»T

tU MbUb:

Lesson II.—Fourth Quarter. For
Oct 14. 1917.

t«st of the Leaoa Ex i, 1-TT Mmmory Varsas. Z. 3—GTart. P*.
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aad
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The ftr>t
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of the page in sir Rfb!e.
date at the
538 B. C, or jizac amoty yea re later.
f the pennies ;.-*gan with
The tiro**
N^ebochadnearvr. in the first year of
hi* reizn. .vleo he carried away the
first captive*. and Jwst 2*52ft years later. or in oar 1914. the times of the

It

es seem

1*

the

cm—a

woratng

for 'Women

writer Mill bm be printed except by permlealon
OassB^ccUot* mill be »uO)ect to approval or
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reaction by the editor of ih*t coiumo, b«t
Addreaa
j»e rejected without rood rea^>a
to
rows
attention*
ail
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*

Oar

bciioc

».hope

aad

Forty Years Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound has Relieved
die Sufferings of Women.

Ansarortfe. Me.

are

It

OEEE5 MOCXTAH* POMOSA.
IS the program for the meet

Follow ing

me of Greca Moos IS In

Seboodic grange,
Thursday, Oct. 11:

with

gr*og*
Winter Harbor,
Pomona

hardly

seems

possible that there is

a woman

in this

to suffer without giving Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial after all the evidence that is continually being published, proving
contradiction that this grand old medicine has relieved
more suffering among women than any other medicine in
the world.

beyond

fighting

an

God grant that the war eba be over.
And the inroehin* *»m of the eea
Soon bring back oar deer ooe* Tictorioaa.
And *lTe bock my Bo cave to me.
—Gaaca Taaar.Hc :.***#Vom UK A-drawee. Vpr. g.

Mrs. Kieso Cared After Seven Month's Illness.
Aurora, 111—“For seven long months I suffered
from a female trouble, with severe pains in my back
and aides until I became so weak I could hardly
walk from chair to chair, and got so nervous I
would jump at the slightest noise. I was entirely
unfit to do my house work, I was giving up hope of
ever being well, when my sister asked me to try
L.vdia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, I took
six bottles and today I am a healthy woman able to
do my own housework. I wish every suffering
woman would try Lvdia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, and find out for herself how good
it is.—Mbs. Km. A. huso, 596 Aorta Am, Aurora, liL
Could Hardly Get Off Her Bed.
Cincinnati, Ohio.—UI want you to know the good Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has done for me. I was in such bad
health from female troubles that I could hardlv get off my bed. I
had been doctoring for a long time and my mother sakl/l want you
to try Lvdia E. Knkham’s Vegetable Compound.’ So I did, and it
has certainly made me a well woman. I am able to do my house work
and am so happy as I never expected to go around the way I do again,
and I want others to know what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has done for me”—Mrs. Jos le Conoot, 1668 Harrison Ave,
Fainnount, Cincinnati, Ohio.
If you want special advice write to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential Lynn. Mass. Your letter will be opened,
null «ns answered by a woman and held in strict confidence-

Dear Friend* of the Column:

COUNTY

"altar Coombs, who ha, bean

(arming

ail

cor pa

home and

tlw

ln

summer,

i,

attending high reboot
Herbert Young of Lamoine baa P.
Hrad.
bury and aon'a canning machine, and i,

experimenting

in

calming

clams

Mr. and Mr*. Dalton Keen are at
home
from Northeast Harbor. They wnt
«pe„d
the winter with Mrs. Heed a parent*.
Three
bora of

rare of friends and former
nr.gh.
Harry Some* and family «*„, ,0

Setarday

Somerville

Mr. and

Mra.

Harry

Mra.

and

evening

«ert

entertained.
Samuel

Chapman and
baby, of (j|t.

C'oombe and
Mra.

north,

fapic, "Hon

“Camp Heat," Ear; :
David, four-yaer-old aon of A. C. Williams, bar cone his “bit" in fanning this
He prepared the toil, ra w; and
year.
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family baking

fora

corn,
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enough
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potatoes.
Mra. Edea recently trade the
trip here from Newport, N. H., ir. their
Mr and

They
return trip
accompanied by Mr*
Ed„>
father. H. O. Worcester, and M:»* Frances
Wonaaiar and Ralph Worcester of[j.,hleft

automobile.

on

the

Tuesday,

acot.
The second annual contest of the

Frank-

boys'and gtrla' agricultural cm: and
a aele of fancy work by the grange aid
will be held at the Orange ball Friday
lin

afternoon and evening. Oct. 12.
tainment in the evening.
Adaniai.

Enter-

Oct. 8.

Echo.
NORTH LAMOINE

M«jo of Breweri, vuitlag bt-re.
Mia* Carolina Linacott i* with ocr aunt,
Mr*. Arthur Tbor*eo, at Went Hancock.
Mr*.

Amanda

Mia* Kalb Tnpp of Waltrciile i« visittier grandparent*, Joan Davis md

ing

arifa.

Oct. 8.

V.
BAY AIDE.

Mr*. W. J. Pomroj baa gone to Boston

lorft tie

winter.

Alpbooao Frasier and rbildrra of
NortbJEliawortb ; hare; returned non*
bin.

after

an

•

eeded visit with J. O. Ketcirk.
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Oct. 1.
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Pure Blood
keep your blood in
condition—have a clear
skin, and bright eyes, by taking
You

can

good

DEDHAM'S
nus

W Am
Ui|wt Safa rwbara.
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Madidwe iwthe World,
la bwsaa. >0c-. J5t.

IR1 Trtl> l«» tfA.MSri
ALL RHEUMATIC PMS*

for
fioplt wbo Bare Oreo tormentedtb-v
year*—yve, even *o crippled that
were unable to belp Ibemeelves-have bet?n
brought buck to robc»t health tbtouga
lb* mighty power of Ubeuma.
Kheumi ecu with *p*ed; it bring* in •
few
rt«y* tbe relief you have praytd
for. It antagonizes tbe poison* that twu-e
agony and pain in tbe joint* and n. a* ?!•-**
and quickly tbe torturing *orene*» com-

ptetly dteeppear*.

and
a
harmless
It ia
inexpensive*
remedy, bat tare and certain, because it
one discovery tbat bet forced rbetimeturo

and sciatica to yield end disappear.
Begin tbe Kbeome treatment to-day.
and »f you do not get the joyful relief you
t.
expect, yoar mony will be returned,
K. Alexander alwaja baa a *up ly
it
to
you.
guarantee*
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Opeced by Myrtle P Gaptiil
Discussion. -*Tbe need of continuing *be
education of our bejs a ad girls beyond
the eighth grade*
Question. “Which it the better, to give the
child a dose a chickens or a nab*
QmsUsb. -Which is the most profitable,
trs in coma, is hens or in amine?**
Song.. Grance

j

E.

at

*«k

gathered

time*. and working always j The poem a bore will bare a reapeftfire
echo id very many heart*.
Hi* parfjow* after the counsel of HI*
Current events
He said
own sill lEph. L 9. ll>.
Question box
Dear}jf S
through Jeremiah that the captivity j Our Aunt Mac ft ca* bees inr xo c.j me j
USOIXL aw.
would lie seventy years, and He said
time* during the
alone *o nosey
ct.sas
j
Overseer Lorenzo Kingman occupied
through Isaiah that He woo Id raise up i •naiEer. I thick we ought to do oar “bit""
Readings
the chair Tntsday evening.
man
called Cyrus to lead in the I mad flee berm reti. ace the visitore have
a
mod the fair* *r« error
were given by Flora and I fie secretary,
restoration, and be called him by name leftfortfeetr borne*
bat one fair, that at North
attended
1
have
and current eveota by Olive Gooiidge.
about 2M) years before he was horn
Feaob*cot. my borne tow a. I bm acxiou*
The topic, “W fiat cropa to plant next
(Jer tit. 12: Isa sliv, 2S: xlv, 1-3to go. fee.iag »nre I *aoa.d meet many of
He Is one of the seven men in the Bible ay old friends. The day wu nil om
year,’* was diacoseed by brothers King*
There will be degne
man and Wilbur.
mentioned by name before they were
coo d wish an< tfae company cobgenial.
work next week.
bold by tbe (range. That !
The fair ia
bora.
Compare the last two verses of
Chronicles with the first three verses society may not be eery Urge. hot it ia cerThe display of
SttOOLEV, 388. SOBXH ELLSWORTH.
of our b-sson and note bow they are tainly alive and ia earnest.
!rrestock woo d bare dose credit to mach
There were forty-tore* present Oct. 6.
almost word for word the same, awl
which
hall,
The
fairs.
more
pretentious
One candidate received the final degrees.
remra'<er that a
repetition by the haa been remodeled tad enlarged within a
A harvest fesst «m served. The program
Spirit demands from us very special few years, is certainly on* of which they
consisted of singing, a bistory of the
Some of the treat truth* to
attention.
caa be
proud-Sight. airy and spacious.
; grange, by worthy master, and interestbe specially noted here are that the The upper part eta tamed the fancy work,
ing remarks by visiting members.
lord Cod of heaven save Cyras his
preserve* and Jei<vea, hotter and a goodly
brave struggle,
Attar ft flee n years of
•bowing of vegetable* •© neaty prepared.
kingdom, and told him to build the
mem t er* of Nicoiin
grange, including
Uuta.de there were a merry-go-roaod. withhouse of the lord at Jerusalem, and
which | no fair ia complete, a eery think •b'-'ui when I am tlone, which if very
out
six charter members, » i; nested the burnstirred up hi* spirit to do It, and to j
often bow.
few fakir*, a pop-corn and “hot-dogM teat.
1
ing of the mortgage of the bail, which
s j
make proclamation throughout all
it
all.
reanien
end
I went to the
enjoyed
I foaad a few old frieada seldom met with
was performed at the altar with doe cerekingdom that all who were willing ia the laat ;fifty year*. A clone hand ciaap Via *o find to meet new fr;eo«n nod freet
EAST OBLASD.
The lecmony by the worthy master.
nil
meet attain
we
old
ones.
the
mizbt go up to Jerusalem to build the
Hope
msy
other
absent
waa followed by
enquiries for
George Harrimao of Haverhill, Him ii turer fins in pr* paration a Hallowe'en proLima
bouse and that those who did not go ! dear ones. Every faw mi note* old friend* next yenr.
gram for Oct. 30.
visiting here.
should help those who did go with si!- : would come rosbtng op to glee greeting, so
It si* voted to hold a Red Cross circle
Yoor letter in Ja»t fall of food things.
Harvey Snow and Warren Dunbar are in
taetime passed pleasantly
ser and gold and goods and beasts, beLtuie. It is nice to save ap the see: es of Boston for a Toil.
once each weak.
sides the free will offering for the j Sot far from the ball is the little church these
"ootinf days" to ifeiew m memory
built more than sixty year* ago. whose
boose.
iieorg; Robertson list a doger at tbe
AkBCTUB. 450, SCUT.
Inter on.
haa been a landheavenward
spire
pointing
ones
saw mill recently.
among
Many mourning, homesick
Oct. 6, fix el degrees «ert worked and a
Jvat
for a nember of generations.
mark
the captives may possibly have given
There were fifty
Mrs. Emily Dunbar is at borne from a harvest feast served.
PRETTY MAKssH.
across the road ia the cemetery, “where the
up all hope of ever returning, or if re
A
pm—t.
rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.”
School is in nessioo; M .>» A dell Carter, visit at >'ortb Chsiine.
minded by a few who did not forget friend and myself rUited the qoiet spot, and
Ifr. F'o-enee Stanley and daughter
teacher.
OII15VOOD, 383. KJLHTTBBOOK.
the word* of Jeremiah that the Lord
for a abort time were lo*t in retrospection,
Barbara left for Huckaport Friiay.
j
to
Boeban
returned
L.
Newell
Mr*.
W.
Oct. 6 about sixty were preeeot. Tbe
had said they would return (for there a* we found the resting place of so many
Mr*. Aor 1 a
visiting ber firet and *ec©Ld degre* • were conferred
Plrtiaa
are always a
few believers like the relative*, friends aod schoolmates of the long too.
Mrs. Ella Dunbar.
At tbe next meeting
on four candidates.
Edrtr Foote s having a barn built by daughter,
Simeon* and Anna* at the time of our hgo.
A* we looked around upon the c->mfortabie
M is* V inifred Gray of Seal Harbor ia me tbird and fourth degree* will be conH. Dnvin of Trenton.
I
R.
said
it
birth;
they
probably
Lord'll
and well-tilled farm*. I wa* impressed
ber mother, Mrs. Mary Gray.
ferred and refreshments served.
Sin never be, or how can It ever be1 homesthe
Mrs. Benjamin Carter, who ban been Toiting
witn
thought of how much thia communMr. and M". Galen Orindle are boo-eThere are always many even among
who went employed at ideal Harbor, in borne.
ity owed those sturdy oW pioneer*
FKAMwlJN.
Wentworth's house.
the Lord's professed followers who inv> that p ace when it was a wilderness and
Mr*. Josephine Freemen ban returned keeping in Mrs. Laura
have no use for those who take the hewed the way and bo tided those borne*, from Somenviile wnere nbe tinned tier
MAMfBX
Mr. and Mr*. Karl Blais-all. wbo base
word at God literally, but His word rearing large families, establishing school daughter, Ur*. Fred E. Gray.
been vi*i ing ber.*, have nturned to AsSaturday afternoon, Oct. 6, tbe home o!
God fearing
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bunker was tbs
stands In spite of all the scoffers and and church, living nonorabls
Minn Ebb; Sta w rhe of New York, wfco f—
lives, and dying. a»os: of them, at a ripe old
nenr of a pretty
*r<idi**g, •bet* the»
unbelievers and shall be literally fui
Ma
non'
P*-»th
ter
and
Helen
Dunbar.
her
Mi
vnodwit.
and
ban
y
ly
to children
grandnpetit
• age, bequeathing
titldred M. • a* m«rned to
filled in His time.
daughter
Dunbar
rm-ris
and
-uw-rid
Whiteter
tv».c
h
:%h
u:
aLvq
uii
Boyd
children a priceless heritage.
uiu>,
j Mn.
limit
km. bttcs, of juvdlurd Centre. Xss
Daniel had 1-eeu a captive all through
r--"*
du
Bucks port seminary.
1
I car see them now a* 1 hare aat in their day.
the seventy year*, and be tells ns that
ceremony »as ptrlurwcu by He*. C. W.
with
attended
of.to
my
M.
church, which I
Oct. 1.
Mr. and Mr*. Cbvtl** Moffett, * bo have
Lowell, pastor of tbe Methodist church,
about this time, became be bad been
parents when small—the Less!**. Hutches, been visiting their aunt, Mm* a. M. Yitrm
ibe double ring a rvice being ueed.
SULLIVAN.
W*8:
studying the words of Jeremiah, he Haneys, Hutchins. Sopers and many more—
Miss Viguv
to Rome, N. Y.
have
gone
Tbe corner of tbe parlor where tbe
gave himself to prayer and fasting
sturdy old farmer*. bent with long years of
Mrs. K gene Ash tut returned from
ite
remain tor
ed
them to
accompan
bridal party stood was beautifully decwith roo few ion of the sins of himself toil and hard*hipa. steadfast in their love of
B*r Harbor.
war
took
The
Civil
orated with autumn Uaves and colored
and his people, and earnestly ask*-! 1 liberty and faith in God.
A. W. Gordon of Augusta vu bera
G.
a Urge toli of the best young manhood of
Oct. 1.
asters, with a wedding bell of white
God to forgive their a ins and to re
r -centl
that day. as we fear thi* terribe worid war
asters.
Tbe bridesmaid waa Miaa Helene
That
Jerusalem.
member
prayer
WEST GJL LDSBORO.
will take iu share of the noble young men
of
La
bee
la
Mrs. Walter Jones
visiting Pb>ltips, and tbe groom was attended by
brought Gabriel from heaven to Daniel i
Calvin H. CbicK and wife, »bo bivt- at B. B.
just beginning to take their places in the
Havey’s.
Wallace F. Lowell, son of tbe officiating
before be bad finished praying to te" community, so much in need of c car heads been
visiting in aoulbboro, Mams.. art
Mi** M nni* Bunker has returned from clergyman.
him of the Messiah. Hl« suffering and 1 and willing arm* Let o* hope a way may be borne.
Tne bride's drees was of wbite satin; Northeast Harbor.
glory, and of the time of a greater f. and and peace established before any more
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sargent, who for
striped voile, trimmed with white satin
restoration than the approaching one lives are sacrificed.
Mr*. L. F. BlaiadcT of Franklin sp* nt
of
caretakers
been
have
five rearm
Harvey
veil
of
and
with a
white
lace,
from Babylon, when bis people shou:.1
While I have been busy with old memories, W. Dunbar’s farm in East Suilivm «, i ave last week with Mrs. A. P. Havey.
net.
The traveling dress waa of gray
be forgiven their Iniquity and obtain the cai» to dinner baa been sounded and
David Patcben returned to Nicoliu Fanhere.
home
tneir
opened
cashmere, with coat and hat to match
everlasting rigbteonsness (Dan. iit upon reaching the ball we procured our
day, after a few days at hia home.
The many friends here of Dr. Henry L.
The groom’s gift to the bride waa a beauU is Just as difficult to get people to ticket# nod were aoon vented at the wellof
Carmel
is
Chares Cla?h*m
visiting tiful collar and muff of white fox fur.
brown Griffin of Bangor were grieved to learo
bean* and
Such
eeUeve God now as it was then, and supplied table
Mrs.
am.
hia
a
E.
F, Chap!
ster,
meat# and va ads. pie* and cakea.
of his death at Southwest Harbor. Dr. !
After tbe ceremony and congratulation*
all the talk today is men and muni- bread, cold
coffee, combined to make inch a Griffin
tea and
The Cnriatmas club met with Mrs. H. A. refreshments were served by Mias Father
spent the summer nere for many
tions. and wbo shall win in the great
wives
and
daughters
farmer*
feaat aa only
Holt Oct. 1. A pleasant evening was Banker, the bride’s sister, assisted by
seasons.
conflict, and how peace can be brought know so well bow to^prepare.
a pent.
Miaa Helen Banker.
L.
Oct 1.
about, hnt the thought of the I-ord inmain
bull
in
the
ouraeve*
Une AMIS.
we
found
Soon
i Oct. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck left on the afternoon
terfering and doing something does not again, and seated to wvcb the crmingand
SOUTH BLUEbXJLL.
train for Bangor, amid showers of conenter many minds
Tet It to written
BEACH.
going of the people—friend*, acquaintances
Mrs. Wili am Gatcbell of Glen F 11s,
fetti, and with tbe usual decorations on
“Onr God shall come and shall not and stranger* were ail alike interesting.
D. W. Torrey and wife are visiting their
N. Ym is visiting here,
Mrs. Buck is a gradual*
baggage.
keep silence. A fire shall devour l*e- Soon c»me n man and swept the space in
E. A. Greene and wife at Great Spiing of tbe Prankim
Mr*. Fred DeMyer and four children of
high school, class of 1918,
fore Him. and it shall be very tcin- the mi idle of the floor. We were told the
Head.
were ju*t goir g to settle that
and bns taught successfully several terms
East brook are visiting here
pestnons round abont Him." “Behold young pe pie
little
O.
with a
Oct. U
oid-fashioned dinner
Mr*. Margaret Adams has cloeed tit of school.
Mr. Buck is a prosperous
the Uord will come with fire and e-;tb good
exercise. The music struck up. and the
1-land Home and goDe to Booth bay for young merchant in Mad ford Centre, also
His chariot, like a whirlwind. • • •
All
crowd
1
a
witn
floor »*oo tile
happy
UZ Jilt xinunik
j the winter.
postmaster. Many wedding gifts testify
for by fire and by His sword will the was done quietly, and with the utmost
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil the love of frienda, ind all unite in wishLord plead with all flesh" fPs. 1. 3: decorum, wnich made it a pleasure to watch.
Anoia Srpt. 23, and a daughter to Toomaa
ing them many years of happiness.
In HU time He It w is said “the young people” were
Isa. Ixvt, 15. 1*>.
Oct. 8.
Spec.
D-tm n and wife Sept. 28.
will rarely do thia and all els» that He going to dinee, but I aoon espied here and
head. One was
a
there
pointed
gr»y
8. 3 Foster of Dorchester,
has purposed, and It may he soon.
Mas*., la !
The old gentleout to me as a grandfather.
weeka at his summer home
The commission of onr lesson was to
Life Guard Remedy ha« been spending two
well aa the The
man seemed to enjoy it all aa
here.
Mra. Foster, who baa spent the
build a literal house of the I-on! at
awarded the Blue Ribbon at the M line
younger ones.
sumner here, will accompany him home.
Jerusalem, and note In lesson verses
Tb afternoon scon were away, and onr State Fair recently held at Lewiston,
!
5-11 what abundant, willing provision
E.
Oct. 1.
automobile pa’ in appearance for oar trip in the
class.
medicine
proprietary
wan made for It and how Cyrus, the
e many things to
home. The day has given
is the medicine which a great
This
The
that
is
now
EAST
LAMOINE.
building
They do their work and let you
king, helped.
many leading physicians prescribe as
going up and is steadily growing is
do yarn.
Frank March and wife hate gone to
Cut This out—It Is Worth los y
the most efficient in the treatment of Boeton for the winter.
the chnrch. the body and bride of
The (halt it direct, the control
this
Cnt
oot
THIS.
MISS
and
bladder
DON’T
slip.
liver
Him
when
Re
all stomach, kidney,
Christ, to reign with
Mia* Agnes Boynton, who baa been eme» cM*#e with 5c and mail it to Foley & Co.,
shall come In His glory to set up *45 SbelB-ld Ave
ahiolule. the adm north end
Chicago. III., writing troubles.
is
at
home.
at
Ellsworth
Kails,
ployed
His kingdom and make wars to cease y■ or name and address ciearly. Yon will
OX-O-TOXIC is based on Oxygen,
even.
receive in return a trial package containing
Mra. Riley and faori v have dosed their
in all the world. The church must be Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound, for Nature's Own Remedy, and has no
• :maser bouee and retorned to Baogor.
CLARIONS
co ds and cronp; Foley Kidney Pills,
completed and he canght up to meet congb*.
for pam in sides and back, rheumatism, drags or excess alcohol to buoy you up
Mr. and Mra. George Kirkpatrick of
Him and the marl rage of the Lamb backache, kidney and bladder ailments; and
ARE
a
has
but
lasting Ban Diego, Ual., are visiting H. L Smith
wholesome and for the time being,
a
take place before He can come In His holey Cathartic Tablets,cathartic
for con- effect for good.
COOKING MACHINES
thoroughly cleansing
wife.
and
What are we doing to help stipation. biliousness. headache and sluggish
glory.
Wt ask you to give us a chance to
BUILT FOR
H.
Oct. 1.
bniM the house?
Every soul won to bowels.—Moore’s Drug Store
prove the statements we make as to
ACCURATE SERVICE
Christ in any part of the world causes
the curative powers of 0X-O-T0NIC.
Pi ompt Action Avon a Trouble
Joy in the presence of the ancels and
A* the Omai dealer hr hi
Sluggitu bowel* indirectly ciuse much
This medicine can be secured at your
belpa to complete the church. Vothlng
A constipated em^iti >b not only
Kick net*.
else Is really worth while compared
information.
druggist or can be shipped direct, or pdsons the blood stream, buv quickly affects
t.u omer organa,
cagtiog tiltousoesf
with giving the gospel to those who
circulars and testimonials of the high- nick ivci
Fir Infants and Children
headache, »our stomach. bl 4(108, etc.ne'er beard It. for only by tbe gospel
WOOD & BISHOP
est character sent upon your request Foley « aihariic Tablets are mua in action,
with
no nau*eu an<
ret clean«e thoroughly,
can souls be saved, and those wbo have lit
the
effects. They keep
no
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60c. l&oz., 91.
F."-ce:
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;
it possess if as a trust committed to AiW3f% Dear*
t»owels regular, stomach aweet and liver
active, float persons welcome the comfortMade by OX-O-TONIC CO., Ine.
Um
them for which they must give an acante, light, free, feeling they bring.—Moore’s
Signature of
Sold
J. P.
count (! Thess. U 4>.
Drug store.
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The man jerked his thumb
over hla
shoulder. "Jest that narrer strip acrost

ju.ryifi'i‘

Blocking the

Right of Way
Clever Plan of

Young

a

Lawyer Wine

Rich

a

Bride
LEE
8, ALICE LOUISE
Cor

right by Alice Ixnilne Lee.

I>
was driving along
alone, her fluffy little
tt,*,
of Ideas of economy, which
“ j fU]|
endeavoring to exercise for
*
!it of Tennyson Ilcnbam, peIU lM.n,
rapidly down the
dwtrlan. swinging
of her.
Idcvele path ahead
she called softly, draw••Oh Tentiy."
under the trees which
ing the mare up
the path from the highway,
Her voice did
1st wishing",.,s
the remark, but an engagt
of dimples did as she pating dis- .ay
la-side her.
seat
t,d the
returned Ten••It w. ihl U* lovely."
"If It were my trap
nyson morosely.
„r my horse."
to the dim
Claudia added a laugh
ellmbed Into
](s the morose one

n.udia T.-U Eyck

I'.mlevard

gi.isU

lOT

t

ie

It will all come some day."

tm

she continued, laughing gayly.
••Its no laughing matter, Claudia."
“Here I am posgroined Tennyson.
(,f n law education which la
for lnck of use. a few debts,
rusting

no prospects’’—
hover d liars and
••'T'*rii i' reproachfully.
"On1 v the doleful prospect of having
wan
eternally for the dearest.

to

sweetest, daintiest”—
fiani.a l lushed and hastened to In'! think the law Is tiresome.
terrupt
all day, and I
1-gpa sits Pi his library
don't sis- why ho should Insist on your
work'nsTennyson groaned at her view-

Again
(
point. Toe pater Ten Eyck, lielng onlined t-‘ the house with the gout, dhl
sit In his library all day. hilt lie sat
between a telephone ami a stenographer. with a clerk In the background
and a messenger boy or two at his command.
Soon the trap left the Isnilevard and
plunged down the steep Mount Hope
road Into a narrow valley. At the foot
of the mountain the highway broke up
Into a hub’ er of rude tracks traversing the valley. Into oue of these Claudia turned the mare.
The' rounded the corner and came
on a little cabin surrounded by pigs,
A man with
chickens anil children.
a cun stepped from the doorway and
motioned they to stop.
“You cit l ack thar,” came the deter-luniaiid. "I’ll have you undermined

there between them wires."
Tennyson's eyes roved round the narrow farm
meditatively. “Why not sell
your entire farm? As It Is, the road
will cut It up liadly."
The man pushed his hat hack and
scratched bis head.
“Guess I know
that. But who'd want to
buy the hull
thing except such another blame fool
as I wns when I
bought?"
There was n suppressed excitement
In Tennyson's manner which aroused
Claudia's curiosity, lie took the reins
from her hands nnd turned the mare
about carefully. "I'll be back here In
three hours or less to talk business to
you." he said briefly.
"How mean of the law to go through
a man's pigpen!" cried Claudin.
“Can
It go anywhere?"

"You’re enough to turn a lawyer’s
white," said her father after a
"Probably you mean a cemepause.
tery." Then he gave her a shrewd look
and suid nothing more until they had
Mulshed dinner, when he usked abruptly, "Whom were you driving with this
hair

morning?"
Claudia raised her brows Inquiringly. Tapping her cheek thoughtfully
with a forefinger, she resinmded unhlushingly: "Let me see. Was his hair
black or brown?
"Oh, yes!" with an effort of the memory. "Then if was Ten—Mr. Benham."
"So 1 suspected—that nefarious little
popinjay of a lawyer without any practice who is trying to marry money”—
"No, he isn’t, papa." responded Claudia serenely, "for he refuses to marry
me—that Is, right away!”
That very evening Tennyson called.
Ife was In high spirits. "Behold me!"
"At
lie said, with a mock heroic bow.
last 1 am on the high road to fame and
fortune.
I am u real estate owner.”

"Enough

she

expostulated,

out

xen-

•tand tliiit this 'ere la
private property,
Md there ain't Koln’ to be no
trespasswhile I cau handle a gun."
“H"'v muqb do you charge for treshars
Inquired Tennyson gnively.
“I charge niore'n
been willin’

you’ve

10

pay so far.”
echoed Tennyson.
you the Consolidated Subur
“ia ItaI’id
Transit company?” demanded the man
suspiciously.
5,r Koo<l sir,”
ejaculated Tennyson,
I am not
consolidated nor even united
-yet."
fur,"
JS"
Ain't

Claudia's dimples began to play,
•he looked hard
down the valley.

and

The man came nearer and rested one
* tl,e
,mlj 0^ * front wheel.
he broke oil suddenly. “Mister,
ee here. That blamed
agent says
can take
my land whether or no.
a
**ys he can come right through my

“S*
It!'
jr*
Pjpca

over

Can her
In

there,

and I can't stop him.

flrst ciiant," murmured Tennyson
nf
laudia's ear.

Then he turned to the
1 m afrald that
agent la telling
truth," he began. Suddenly he paus-

tl*f
y

iooked around. "What part of
and do they want to run the

through?"

The m>n
dropped his gun and potntS™ "ay* they’ll come right through
dugout yander and down
°f tlle Ts,,*y where the
grade
Is e«ei<le
»7 and smack
through my pigpen
TNagUe take their hides!”

Interrupted.
I,..0?**0'1
“nd
you own
here?"

“How much

struck It rich on my real estate, dear,
and I'll tell you all about It."
With that he supposed his fiancee
After
wus content, but she was not
his departure she repaired promptly to
the source of wisdom.
'Tapa. what Is there down In the
Mount Hope valley to brink money:
Just supiiostiiK you had bought the
land of that man with the pigpen
down there, what should you ext-ect
to get out of It?"
The clerk and stenographer exchanged glances. Peter's brows contracted as he snorted, "The knowledge that I wus a fool probably." And
Claudia, sadder, but no wiser, retired.
Perhaps much learning with no outlet for It was making Tennyson insane, she reflected, and her theory was
strengthened on the next occasion of
their meeting, which was on Lackawanna avenue.

Tennyson’s face was aglow with exHis spirits, so often at zero,
He was
were near the boiling point.
ready to discuss their future, the probabilities of bearding Ten Eyck soou In
his library and of the renting of a
citement

suitable home.

So far Claudia's the-

But presently
discredited.
they passed a basement laundry out of
which a Hungarian shuffled, making
signs to Tennyson.
"Will you walk on slowly, Claudia?
ory

was

I won't be here but a moment." said
the latter hurriedly, and Claudia did
as he requested.
In a moment he had rejoined her, his
"At last I've secured
face beaming.
one,” he exclaimed.
“Whet?" asked Claudia curiously.
“A corpse!" was the astounding reshort
sponse, at which Claudia stopped
and gasped, too anmzed for speech.
A spice of mischief crept Into Tenhls eyes as
nyson’s voice and shone In
he continued: "And It came dirt cheap
I've got $5 left to conduct the
toa
funeral. Oh, I tell you. Claudia, I’ll
make It yet!"
“Make what?" breathed Claudia In a

horrified whisper.

is at

a

borne at*

of fancy

sale

Friday

ice-cream and cake

evening.

Although tbe evening was
rainy, there was a good attendance and

|15

about

was

realised.

Reed, who
employed in Joy's restaurant at
Bar Harbor, have returned borne to attend
high school. Raymond Tripp and Arthur
Hadley have resumed their studies at Bar
Coburn Tripp and Elmer

have been

high.
and

Mrs. Graten

Bayside

two

/

for tbe winter.

all very popular
have tbe beat wishes of
Oct. 8.

J
'

M.

Phippen, who has been
visiting in Otis, is home.
Dr. Scudder and family have returned
to Boston and Mrs.

and Nurses all
know the comfort
and refreshment
to be had from

It allays thirst and
—

Viola

Mrs.

Soldiers, Sailors

WRIGLEYS

young people and
their many friends.

ISLE? FORD.

soothes the

stomach

—

fatigue

throat

helps

and

digestion.

Mabel C. Tuttle and

York.

friend to New

Miss Mildred Young has gone to Port*
laud

to take

a

course

telegraphy.

in

Miss Helen Stanley accompanied her.
who has
been
Miss Evelyn Moore,
employed at Mrs. Walter Hadlock’s, has
finished her season’s work.

at

evaded all further questions
"Walt until I've
about his purchase.

THE DETER-

Tbe L. A. society held
articles and

are

transit company or
suppose
something wanted to go through a
man's pigpen"—
Peter stared hard.
"Well, you know they can. But there’s
What is
one kind of land they can’t
it V”
Just

Vilda M. Lurvey, who bas been

Miaa

employed at Soaaeaville,
tending high school.

Congratulations are extended to Lyle
Smith of
Franklin and Mias Luzetta
Swazey of tbis place, wbo were married at
Bar Harbor by Rev. Mr. Mclaine, Sept. 18;
also to John L. Pray of tbis place and
Miaa Palmira Wallace of Bluehill, wbo
were recently married in Ellsworth, and
to Malcotn Peach of tbis place and Miss
Beatrice Richardson of Mt. Desert, wbo
These
were married at Bar Harbor Oct. 1.

through?"
"The devil!" ejaculated Peter. "What
are you talking about?”
She proceeded to elucidate.
"Now

Tenny!

CAME

to Bar Harbor.

go to

law go

uyson

I"

Miss Sarah E. Hadley is teaching tbe
Central primary school at Eden.
Walter Clark and Mrs. Clark, a bo bare
been at borne a abort tin*, bare returned

children, Orrie and Henrietta, wbo have
spent the summer at Hull’s Cove, are
occupying tbe camp of Mrs. William
Lnrvey for a abort time. They expect to

eminent domain.
But for once he wns mistaken. The
rest*>usihlllth"s of life were weighing
henvlly on Claudia, and certain resolutions to understand more of economy
and of law were liecoming fixed. She
hnd forgotten to usk Tennyson what
one kind of property was exempt from
condemnation, but there was her father.
*'ow, papa. 1 want to know somethin#,’* she began that evening.
"I never got to the table yet but
what you l*othered me with your fool
questions." grumbled Peter Ten Eyck.
Claudia, oblivious of the acidity in ;
his tone, prefaced her question with
"Papa, what kind of property can’t the

there!”

Til All

Bar Harbor for the winter.

Henry Qraten,

Tennyson explained, watching with
delight the wise little wrinkle that appeared between the blue eyes and
knowing that twenty-four hours would
efface all recollection of the rights of

build our house on?"
Tennyson threw his head back and
broke into a peal of boyish laughter.
There's a house on It already and a
pigj*en too. 1 own the land formerly
owned by the man with the gun.”
Claudia's eyes grew large and round.
"You’ve bought that horrid, desolate
looking place! What for? Don’t tell
inc, dear, that you wouldn’t like to live

MINED COMMAND.

WEST EDEN.
Addae Swaaey Mas employment in

Miss

Harbor

does that mean?"

SDbrrtuifmwit*

NEWS

BOUNTY

“Condemned,” puzzled Claudia. "What

"Really, Teunyexcitedly.

“TOl- (in HACK

j

Tennyson gave a preoccupied laugh.
“Yes, under the laws of this state
all kinds of pro|ierty—with one exception—can be condemned.”

to

A>/'

1

"That's a *e,-r~t. a dead se- ret.” wa*
the prompt rej 'utter.
"I can keep a secret."
“Of course you can. «lear.~ Then u»
gallantly. “But so can *."
And he thought be was keeping It.
So also thought Claudia and was deeply grieved over It.
A note from Tennyson the next day.
however, alleviated her grief, hut
"Dearest." It
aroused her curiosity.
mn, "I know l ought not to give yon
an Inkling of the truth and not tell It
all, but when it tan be told you will
understand why I must keep my secret.”
Claudia hod never read a note of his
where anticipation so bubbled over between the lines. Therefore she was unprepared for bis appearance when several days Inter he walked into the music room.
His face was tragic—with

who enrolled as
Bar Harbor last spring,
has been called to report at once to the
Mr. Bryant left
Charlestown navy yard.

J.

Alonzo

Bryant,

ship carpenter

“personal business HISTORY,
ham/’ HE AMENDED.

MR.

ben-

at

He did not
real tragedy this time.
Instead he folded his
even kiss her.
arms and began with a little catch in
his voice: “Claudia, I've come to give
I’m a penniless
you your freedom.
wreck.”
“Tenny!” cried Claudia. The tears
filled her big blue eyes. She stood before him and touched his arm wistfully, but it did not draw her closer. “I
don't want It—my freedom. I mean! I
Whatever has hapwon't take it!

pened?”
“A good
Tennyson looked away.
thing has just slipped through my fingers
unexpectedly slipped through.
Now, so long as there’s no further need
for secrecy I'll explain”—
But he didn’t, being interrupted by n
call from the library. Peter Ten Eyck
—

at

once.

The
for

Neighborhood
indefinite

an

house

time.

has

Most

closed
of

the

young people are away for the winter,
and the war has called most of the young
men.

Mr. Kelly, who is employed at Bert
Spurling’s fish wharf, has moved his
family into a part of the Colonel’s house.
J. K. Dwelley is to move into the other part
the house soon, when he takes charge
the postoffice.
of

Mrs. Caroline Young passed her eightybirthday Sept. 26. Mrs. Young is
one of the oldest inhabitants and a native
of the island. Although she is not able
sixth

housework, she is busy sewing
knitting socks for the soldiers
friends reall the
time. Her many
membered her with money, candy and
fruit and many happy returns of the day.
Benham and his
S.
Oct. 1.

wished' to see both
daughter at once.
They found him beside his table, his
gouty foot on a cushion.
“Good day. sir.” he said briskly, shaking Bonham's hand cordially.
Claudia, regarding her father’s pleasantry apprehensively, sat down on a
sofa facing him. Peter motioned Tennyson to a place l>eside her.
“I’ve called you In here.” Ten Eyck
then began, “to ask a favor of you.
But, as a preface, I’ll relate a bit of
your personal history which has come
to my ears."
"Persouul business history, Mr, Ben-

ham,” he amended dryly.
But nt the next sentence Tennyson’s
back straightened with a sudden Jerk.
"Mr. Benham, you are the young man
who combined wit enough and law
enough to buy up a strip of land In
Mount Hope valley lying across the
pros[>ectlve route of the Consolidated
Suburban Itapld Transit company.”

Tennyson gasped.
"Then you proceeded, warily, as you
thought, to get a Hungarian to bury
his brother on your land. At the same
time you applied for a charter incorporating the Mount Hope Cemetery

company.”
"How did you And out, and why did
you find out?” interposed Tennyson.
Then Ten Eyck almost smiled. "As
As to
to the ’how.’ you’ll never know.
the ‘why,’ It was very much to my Interest to know, since I am—well, to all
Intents and purposes, as will soon be
known, the Consolidated Suburban
Itapld Transit company.”
Tennyson's mouth opened, but no
sound came.
“If I hadn’t found out just as I did,
young man, and stopi>ed your game I
suppose you'd have bled the Transit
company a round number of thousands
for the privilege of going through your
cemetery, eh ?’’
Tennyson moistened his lips. “That
was my intention."
"Now.” began Peter, rubbing his
forehead violently, "so much for the
past. The favor I want to ask of you
Is this: Will you accept the position as
counsel to the Consolidated?”
A light broke over Tennyson's face.
"Will I?” he exclaimed. "I should be
most happy to serve you, sir.” he finished perfunctorily.
Peter rubbed bis forehead again. His
voice was sly. "I didn't know,” he began, "but that you had a return favor
to ask me.” and he glanced meaningly
at Claudia.
“Papa!” cried Claudia, pink to the
tips of her little ears. She threw her
arms about his neck, impulsively kissed his bald bead and fled.
“Better not run chances of losing in
that game, young man,” she heard bar
father say dryly, and a moment later
Tennyson Joined her in the music room.

to do

quilts

and

_

Bara,Boat orBuggy-

SALISBURY COVE.
Miss Alta Emery visited in Bar Harbor
last week.

Lewis

Hall and family spent

a

few

Good colors
purposes.
and outhouses.
Paints

days

recently in Glen burn.
Mrs. Willard Liscomb and daughter,
Mrs. Raymond Sawyer, of Bar Harbor, are
at their cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon L. Smith are spending the week in Portland. Mr. Smith’s
mother, who has spent several weeks
here returned home with them.
R.
Oct. 8.
NORTH 8ULUVAN.
Miss Alice Davis has entered Bucksport

seminary.
Mrs. Lettie Cummins ot Vermont is
guest of Mrs. Pearl Tripp.
Delmar Robertson, Harvard Blaisdell
and Sidney Havey have returned home

Presque Isle.

Mr. and Mrs. John Bagley returned to
Seal Harbor Wednesday. Mr. Bagley
returned Tuesday night
from Ayer,

failing

pass the physical examination.
Mrs. Fifield of Vinalhaven
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. N.
H. Williams.
Oct. 8.
H.
Mr.

to

and

Itch! Itch! Itch!—Scratch! Scratch! Scratch!
The more
the worse
the
you scratch,
itch.
Try Doan's Ointment. For eczema,
any skin itching. Price 60c a box.—Advt.

and
for

preserves and beautifies.
Our booklet tells end shows you

a

lot about

paints.

Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc.,

Send for it.

Boston, Matt.

Larg.it Paint and Varnish Maker* and
only Corrodmra of Load in Now England

|

Bay State Paints
FOR SALE BY

a

from

with Bay State Paint. These
Made in the practical, thorAll kinds of paints for all
color combinations for your house, barn
particular purposes. It’s all paint that

any old thing can be made almost new
paints are made here in New England.
ough way characteristic of New England.

or

Mrs. Lester McFarland is visiting her
Bon in Smyrna Mills.

Smith Bros.Sedgwick
F. J. Higgins.Southwest Harbor
N. A. Stanley.Northeast Harbor
A. C. Fernald.Mount Desert
F. W. Lunt.West Tremont
It. B. Brown Co.Castine
F. H.Macoinber...Seal Harbor
W. F. & L. G. Stanley. .Cranberry Isles

Frank Stanley.lslesford
Katon & Co.Stonington
F. A.

Noyes.Sullivan

Fifield & Joy.Bar Harbor
Thomas I.

Hinckley.Bluehill

Bros.Sullivan
C. Bragdon.Franklin
P. W. Richardson & Son....McKinley

Dunbar
L.

F. H. Harding.Sargentville

if it is
If it is
It it is

a
a

a

question of price—
question of flavor—
question of quality—

JUST GOT OVER A COLD?
kidney troubles and backColds overtax the kidneyB and
often leave them weak. For weak kidneys—well, read what an Ellsworth Falls
Look out foi

ache.

man

says:
Levi W.

Bennett, retired farmer. Mill
St., Ellsworth Falls, sayB: “After taking
cold, I notioed that my kidneys were
weak and disordered. 1 also had headaches and dizzy spells and at times rheumatic pains in my shoulders, arms and
hips. I got a supply of Doan’s Kidney
Pills at E. O. Moore’s Drug Store and
after using them awhile, the trouble
disappeared. I can recommend Doan’s
Kidney Pills to anyone suffering from
kidney trouble. Whenever I And my

Years’ experience selecting, testing and packing
the best of teas from the recognized SUPERB
Buy SUPERBA
Cotwud Cantea gardens of die world, guarantees the absoned Goods with
lute reliability of the foregoing statement
the idea of makProof is n delightful experience.
Your dealer
ing year money
sells the half pound, pound, and 10-ccnt packets
of Formosa or Ceylon Orange Pekoe.
MIL! JKF.N. TOMLINSON CO, Importers and Packers. Portland. Me. 1217

kidneys are not acting right now, I use
Doan’s Kidney Pills and thsy nsver fail
to cure the attack.
Price 90c, at all dealers.

Don’t simply

ask for a kidnsy remedy—get Doan’s Kidthe same that Mr. Bennett
ney Pills
—

uses.

Foster-Mtlbnrn Co., Props., Buf-

falo, N. Y.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

ttfcbrrttnimttt.

Corrtsponfcrntc,

fchc Ellsworth American

NEW DEVICES CUT
TOLL OF U-BOATS

Fishermen's Luck.
LutAi. AND POLi'lllAL JOURNAL

«

Waverly Place, New York, Sept.

106

rtT^LTwrn

kTIKY

WKl)N¥v«l)AV

A

protest, not so much at the new |2.16 tax
(or trout Ashing, as against the fact that I
get nothing for my money. A9 a summer
visitor to Bluehill Falls, and an ardent
trouter, I paid the above fee to the State
of indifferent
for exactly twenty days

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT Til

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
W. H.

Titus, Editor and Manager.

year; $1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance. $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single conies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned a the rate of $2 pet

snascription Price—$2.00

a

In

the

became
oe

only
was

OCTOBER 10, 1917.

The most remarkable war session of
within the history of this
nation closed last Saturday.
Appropriations to hitherto undreamed of

Congress

have been made, and measures
These inof importance enacted.
selective
clude the provision for
draft, the authorization of the expenditure of 8750,000,100 for merchant
marine construction; 8640,000,000 for
air craft; the food control bill and
sums

the amount of

821,390,730,940.

Friday

Saturday

and

of next week
the annual contest of the boys’ and
girls’ clubs of Hancock county will be
held in Ellsworth. This is the crowning feature of the year for the hun-

;

dreds of boys and girls of this county
who have been engaged in this splendid work. The exhibition last year
was a revelation to the people of
Ellsworth. This year the member-

ship and number of clubs have increased many fold.
It will tax the
capacity of Ellsworth homes to accommodate all these boys and girlB,
bnt the pleasure afforded those who
entertained some of these bright and
enthusiastic little folks last year assures sufficient accommodations and a
cheerful welcome for them this year.
If soldiers are to fight they mast be
fed, and the food qaeetion will be the
determining factor in this war. It is
not every product that can be sent
across the sea.
Corn will not serve

need; oar allies have never used it
a food; they have no mills to grind

the
as

it; tarn it into meal in this country
and it would spoil before it could
There are
reach a European pOft.
just four classes of products, that we
must send to our allies—meat, wheat,
Unless
sugar and dairy products.
American consumption of those food
stuffs is reduced below normal, our
reserve will not be large enough to
And so the problem
meet the need.
is taken to the kitchen, and every
home in the country will be asked to
help in conserving these foods. The
week beginning October 21 has been
designated as “Food Pledge Campaign

Week.”
COUNTY OOSSIP.
Brooks

reports tbe

record of eggs laid by eleven
hens during tbe first nine months of this

following

year: January, 202; February, 200; March,
211; June, 165;
243; April, 254; May,
July, 160;j August, 163; 8ept., 119. This
is a total of 1725, or an average of nearly
157 eggs per hen.
Hancock Pomona Grange.
is the program for tbe meetPomona grange with
ing of Hancock
Schoodic grange, Franklin, Thursday,
Oct. 18:

Following

Opening song.Grange
Address of welcome.Dallas L Tracy
Response... George A Hatch
Topic, “The effect of war on agriculture,’’

Pearl Wilbur

SongTopic, “Why have we not more farmers
in our State legislature?”
Opened by M A Garland
Recess
Music

Conferring fifth degree
8tate speaker
Topic, “Can the grange energies be directed towards preparing and educating
the people to earn more money to pay
the extra taxes under war conditions?”
Explanation of (armart’ bureau organization
Question box
Through the courtesy of State Commissioner of Agriculture John A. Roberts, W.
B. Kendall of Bowdoinham has been socared to address the Pomona meeting in
Eaatbrook November S, on sheep railing.
Mr. Kendall is the largest sheep-raiser In
the State. It is hoped all interested in the
will be
subject will try to be present. It
open session.
state

of Ohio,

City

of

1

Toledo, i

this

MS.

(Seal)
aendf or

UeUmoniaia

O
r. J. CHKNBk * CO., Toledo,

SFM.1“iCtfyWfor conation.

and

Smoke

to

Many

E. McBride on
the night of Oct. 1, of accute indigestion.
Mr. McBride complained of not feeling
well on the day of his death, but was up
town both forenoon and afternoon. Between 7 and 8 o’clock in the evening, he
was lying on a couch at his cottage talking with a friend who had dropped in to
spend the evening, and suddenly without

Washington.—

warning

he

passed

He

was

was

to

love,

honor

and

the friend of all with

He always had
whom he came in contact.
the welfare of the town at heart, and did
his best to further its interests.
For several years he held a responsible
position in E. H. Kimball’s store, where
missed by both perhe will be sadly
manent and

summer

By

residents.

his

O. F., has lost an
honored member, and Northeast Harbor a
valued citizen.
The funeral was held at St. Mary’s-bythe-Sea Thursday afternoon, Rev. Charles
F. Lee, officiating. Many relatives and
friends were present. The vested choir
sang “He Leadeth Me” and “Lead Kindly
Light.” Many beautiful flowers silently
told of the great esteem in which the
deceased was held.
Mr. McBride leaves a brother, Albert K.
McBride, of this place, who has the heartfelt sympathy of all.
V.
Oct. 8.
death Ocean

lodge,

1. O.

Held Kor Aawalt
Lawrence C. Darby, aged seventeen, of
Brooksville, was arrested there last
Wednesday and Uken to Augusts to
West

answer in the

municipal

coart to

a

charge

Hanks, an
of assaulting Charles Z.
Augusta farmer, by striking him over
the head with a milk bottle on September
6. The boy had been employed daring
the summer ou the Hanks farm. He
admitted hia guilt and was bound over
was also found
lor the gran diary. He
guilty on a charge of larceny of a suit
case, and was sentenced to thirty days
in the oounty Jail.

on

experiment* constantly
In the navy to lmprov*

physical

kind of blood that Hood’s 8sreapsrilli
old
the good
makes. This medicine
reliable tamUy remedy for diseases of th<
and
catarrh,
blood, scrofula, rheumatism,
low or run-down condition of the system
e<
At this time, when oonghe and colds are
inan
prevalent. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
valuable tonic. Oat it to-day, and begin U

Accept
take it at once.
—Moore’s Drug Store—Advt.

no

substitute

visiting

college.
party of eight gentlemen from Boston
a week-end visitat IS. W. Cleaves
with their friend James Oillanders.
A

made

and

were

short
in

DeWittc

fit
4144
hit

J.

Trearn...*

RAILROAD

Lathrop
After a

quietly married Sept. 'Jft.
trip they have gone to housekeeping

tbeir house recently bought of W. F.
Jlhost of friends wish them hap-

Bruce.

lOl 7.

I1AR HARBOR TO

spent 1

Mrs. F. C. Bickford ol Livermore Falls
visiting at Allred Hamilton's.
I>r. C. C. Larrahee and wile are viaitinir
tbeir sons in Aroostook county.
John W. Stinson. jr„ has ifone to Philmedical
adelphia to euter Jefferson

Miss Alta Cole

8epr. 30,

in

is

BANUOK

liar Harhor .lv
‘-’nrrento.
Sll'livan.
vt Dowrl Fy.
Wauseag. 8 Fy... ,0
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,
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■

Nicolin.j.
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Holdeu.i.

June...]...

Brewer

Bangor.nr
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Portland.ar
Boat on via
Portsmouth ar
Boston via
Dover ar!...
New York.

•12
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*12

m

» •,

30

5fi

—
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•I
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piness.
C.

Oct. 1.
Mi (Mi

Miss Margaret Wilson, daughter of
President Wilson, who has aided the
lied Cross funds by singing at many
*
entertainments.

BIG PAY FOR STEEL WORKERS
Some Workmen In the Industry Draw
as

High

as

$800

a

Month.

N.

BANGOR TO BAR

Y.

Mrs. Fred C. Bickford of Livermore
Falla baa returned borne.
Miss Ida Stinson left Monday to resume
ber duties as district' nurse at Rumford.
Colwell and wife of East port,
wbo have spent a few weeks here, have
returned borne.
Stewart

Dr. C. C. Larrabee and wife have returned from tbeir annual trip to Aroostook county.
Richard Hamilton of Brookline, Mass.,
was a recent guest of bis brother,
Henry
Hamilton.

Youngstown.—Higher

wages

than

known before In the steel Industry
are being paid workers In local steel
mills. Some workmen make as much
This Is due to the
as $S00 monthly.
sliding scale of wages, based on the
selling prices of steel, for sheet and
tin plate workmen under the Amalgamated association ruling.
Tremendous profits followed In the
I wake of the declaration of the Euro'pean war. The highest wages go to
the “rollers." Heaters, roughers and
other workmen receive correspondingever

ly high

wages.
not uncommon

for

to

It Is
laborers
In some
get from $12 to $15 a duy.
made by
Is
from $5 to $0 dally
workmen after a few weeks'

jeases,
|unskilled

Mrs. John O. Foss of Bayamon, P. R
returned to New York, e»* route to
Porto Rico.

has

“produce and preand vegetables
canning
s.-rve,”
is quite as important as rolling bandages
The borne of Mrs. John W. Stinson was
Ailed Saturday evening with young people w bo demonstrated tbeir belief in the
above, and tbeir records and exhibits
showed what they have been doing. It
was the local contest of the boys' and
girls' agricultural club, for which Mrs.

To-day’s slogan

is

fruits

and

Stinson

has

worked

all

summer.

A few

invited, and enjoyed a program of muaic, recitations,
original atoriea of tbeir work, by tbe boys
aud girls.
Tbe game of “Mother Goose
up to Date” waa followed by refreshments
aud award of priaee. Calvin Stinson ofinterested

friends

were

fered to tbe winners
ride to

a

freo automobile

Elleworlb and return to attend tbe

Following are tbe lucky
Virginia Rice, housekeeping class,
yeast bread; Alda Winslow,canning club,
a dozen cans of fruit, vegetabies and flab;
Richard Shaw, garden, potatoes, carrots,
attempt of three parsnips and beets; Ernest Vansaw, pocounty contest.

Two Sitters Collapse After Attempt
to Exist on Earnings of
Third.

HARBOR.

Moore ban returned to

Grace T.

Brooklyn,

periscopes showing.

ones:

New York
Rostov eta
Portsmouth It
Boston via
Dover Iv'
Portland.tv

Bangor.iv

Brewer June... ...v
Holden..
McKenzie*
Phillip* Ijake
Green lake
Nicolin
KUsworth Falls
KH.worth
|,
Wasb'gt'n Jane
Franklin RoadHancock
Waukaag. E Pjr
Mt Insert Fy Iv
...

Hullivao..1.

Horrento.-].
Bsr Harbor.,

ar.

♦:

4
*« l>
*8 45

*6

«.

f Stops on signal or on notice to condactor.
Dally. Sunday* Included, f Daily, except
« Discontinued
| Sunday only.
Sunday.
after Sunday. November 25
Saturday*
•

°"daNA

C. DOU(!LAR8.
General Manager.
M
L. HARRIS.
General Passenger Agent
Portland. Maine.

for int.
yacht Bmprtf§. * feet over all
Hu tender, new Mile, anchor*. light*,
eood cook More, etc., end a equipped with 5Would ntake rood
horse Ellsworth engine.
flshiog boot. Will be sold at a low figure to
M. L. Adam*. telepbooe S
cash purohaaer.
or 164-2, Bllsseortb.

SLOOP

GOODH-Oue parlor coal
stove cheap, one
range, and several
other uaetal articles.
Apply to Man. ti. F.
Phillips. Dean 81., Bllaworth.
Horry village, honte and six acrea of
land at a bargain.—G. H. Wassom, East
Harry. Me.

HOUH&HOLD

______

AT

in Aral class condi

B. ('cammam. Horry Jtoad.
APPLKH

Halp*
ion.
HUworth.

ZzltL

Brooklyn.—After an
ICEH- Desirable office-, over Moo«»
Balloons are employed on the shlpt sisters to Uve on $5 a week In Brook- tatoes. Each winner will exhibit in Ellsdrag Mere; hot water heat; toilet. In*
us«
their
but
from
La hoped some of them, if quite of B. O. Moons
and
it
of
them
observation
two
N.
collapsed
worth,
purposes,
Y„
lyn,
|for
starvation and their case was bronght not all, will win in the comity contest.
Is not at all new.
JFrmalc JLlrlp Rlantftj.
; It was said today, In contradictor to the attention of the authorities. Mrs. Stinson, at leader, has been nntiring
Williams in ber efforts. After tbe business of tbe
Eleanor
nc iEdna, Anna
that
and
k WOMEN aod girls wanted for belt
story,
recent
Interesting
a
iof
OvJr hotels in Maine. Waitresses, bamInvention had been perfected In th« were the devoted sisters who made the meeting, the young people sang patriotic bermaMa. kitchen, dish, laundry, paetry aod
enwould
which
all-around
songs.
cooka. Girl* for housework. Apply
States
navy
^attempt.
| United
at once and always to Maims Hotbl Aoimcv.
Oct. &
to deflect tht
C.
The trio went to Brooklyn after
90 Mam-street, Bangor. Me., for reliable hotel
able an attacked ship
posit too a
course of a torpedo once It was fired. their parents died two months ago.
COREA.
iThts report, according to Admiral Ben- Edna was 111 and Anna remained at
Hoy Lh Stewart has bis new bouee up
home to care for her. Eleanor worked
Ison, had no foundation whatever.
} nip CHantxt.
dn a store, earning $7 a week. Of end partly boarded.
Bigger ttuomirmw.
men wented (or V. 8. >.nrent
and
MORE
went
for
$5
amount
A
$2
waa
1
/Vk
at
tbe
ithls
supper
given
Baptist cburcb ILRI ridge Co.
Another report which has been mak-. was all there was left for living exLight end needy wort,
Proceeds
about (12.
Thursday evening.
end edweneement. No reee. Oeer NO gone,
ing the rounds Is that German subell doing Sne. Get in on the cellAPP'!'tf
penses.
Lewis Young baa hie rooms completed L. P. Ceoece,
marines recently have been making II j
egenl. » Mein «trn-t. Beneor.
Me.
\
over bia store, and baa moved in.
all
of
passenger
sparing
,a practice
j
Oct. 1.
S.
ships they encounter. The only basis |
JUflaf Sottas
fact
Is
the
was
said,
It
•for this belief.
GERMAN CHANCELLOR’S
Mrs. Ralph Stewart took her daughter
'that fewer passenger ships have been
Erase, aged eight years, to the hospital at STATEMENT OF THE OWNEKSH P. MANLABORER
A
FARM
SON
LTV., reAGEMENT. CIRCULATION.
'sunk. They have been attacked, howBaagor Thursday to bo operated upon lor
of Aujuit
q ml red by the Act ol CongreM
1A 1811. of The Ellewortb Anrericsn. publever, but In most cases have escaped,
appendicitis.
Berlin.—Willy Mlchaells, the
Octo-

OFF

■

_

_

There have been no German sub menear the American coast since
this nation entered the war, so far m
the navy department has learned. A
submarine has been sighted nearly In
.mid-Atlantic, but that Is the nearest
'approach one Is known to have made.
The navy department has evidence
that Germany Is Increasing the size of
her submarines nearly to the proportion of small cruisers. This evidence
was obtained by ocular observation, is
the
part, and also from the fact that
submarines now are mounting guns of
nearly six Inches In bore. Fragments
of shells falling on merchant ships
have disclosed the size of the guns.
i

jrines

11* *>»»»»**♦♦♦♦
J MM ill!

HAS PERFECT BRAIN;
BECOMES AN AVIATOR

!
■

p

l |
•

1

! I
1

1

j
j;

whom the late Professor Huensterberg found to be mentally
perfect U one of 000 New England candidates selected for tnstructlon as aviators. He heads
the list—but it la arranged al-

j;

I
| \ phabetlcally.

] ;
•

\ \
•

Anomalies of War Fries*.
city.—It la a rather extraordinary fact that In some parts of the
Southwest wheat Is fed to hogs, being
cheaper than corn—which Is now $2.00
a bushel, and scarce at that This practice Is not general, however, as there
Is a sentiment against using wheat for
tr»n«««

such purposes.

"

son of the new Gerchancellor. Is working as a
common laborer on a large farm
in Langmell, near Grnenberg, In
The young man Is a
Silesia.
student of one of the Berlin high
schools. When the summer vacation began in Inly he offered
his services for the harvest with
thousands of other pupils, and
was sent to Silesia, where bo
works hard every day from four
o’clock in the morning until etgbt
o’clock at night After the harvest ho will, of course, return to
I school.

youngest

man

Howard Fountain of this place and two
boys from Prospect Harbor, who were
called to the colors, Oct. 3 were given a
grand aend*ol by the people here. A
good crowd gathered at the hall where
games were played and
refreahmenta
served.

v

Oct. 8.

8.
BIRCH HARBOR.

linked weekly el Blleworeh. Heine, let
ber 1. 1917.

AT ATM OF MAIMS
COUNTY
WET
OF
Ur HANCOCK
HARIUCI
Hrfore me. a notary

7*

tne
pablic in And for »P*
y
State sod county aforesaid
duiy
been
W. H. Titus.
llMet who,
uv, haring
poared
f____
.et'l toil
•worn According to law, deposes end s»7t*®
he ie the managing editor of the
American and thai the following i».
belief. • true
heat
it of hie knowledge and beuei.
nt of the ownerahip, management (im■“
of
a daily paper, the circulation) etc
aforesaid publication for the dAte
Act
the
the above caption, required by
Po**
August 24,1913. embodied in section -US,r«'#r,e
Laws and Regulations, printed on the
of thla form, to wit:
o* the
,V That the namee and addresses
b
editor, managing editor, and
nwg

er

el.
1
»_.

personal

w
--re
•_J_....

.n.»

tr.u*/25*%
»

W. F. Davis la building a piazza and
making other improvements on bia bouse.
The body ol Ezra Butler ol South
publisher,
Qouidsboro, who died in Bangor, was neae manager are:
roeTorrica add»*»
RAMI or
brought here Friday lor interment.
Publisher, Heocock Co Pub Co. Bile worth
The funeral of J. Frederick Temple,
Editor, W. H. Tttoe,
a native of this village, who died October
Meneglng Editor, W. H. Tltor.
1 MMIMMMMMMMIMSMtHIMl
Baelneee Meoeger, W. H. Titu.,
d
was
2, aged fifty-eight years,
held Wednes1. Thettbe owner, ere: (Olre nernee *“.
»
owner., or, il
day afternoon under the auspices of Grind- eddreeeee of Indlrlduel
Passengers Brave 8ea’s Perils.
the
end
it.
neme
poretion, gire
D*n?',ldjol
Ah Atlantic Port—An American pas- stone lodge, LO.a F., of which he was
a member.
He was also a member ef
senger steamer in the coastwise service went aground In a shoal off the Winter Harbor lodge, F. and A. M. In
thi» **
{New England coast but was floated, early life he married Hiss Anna FitzSworn to end eabecrlbed before me
apparently uninjured, after eight gerald, who lived but a tew years. One day of September, 1917.
child
blessed
the union, but died in inhoars. The passengers and crew reI*1*fancy. He leaves an aged mother, Mrs.
mained on board.
Uj commleelon empire. Mey.
Phebe Temple, two brothers and two sisFORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGE
ters—William and Mrs. J. W. Noonan of
U. 8. Needs Stenographers.
Beetrice Smell of
d
Prospect Harbor, Mrs. B. A. Miller of DorDesert, in the county of Hnnooek
Washington.—The government Is In chester, Maes., and Lawis of this
lute of Melne, by her mortgage deed.
village.
urgent need of stenographers and typeietober A ltlS, end recorded In the j**“ „g
Oct. 8. t
C.
onnty registry of deeds, book 5J0. *PttLrtmin
writers. This fact is made known in
c
onreyed to me, Ike undersigned.
,h,rn
a circular letter sent by Dr. A. Howard
ol or peroel of lend situete on the *°!{“ ,
ee«'
In
Creek,
Otter
id. of the rood nt
“9JJ,
Shaw of the woman’s committee of the
ftorf.
>eeert, described ee lot No. ?
l»
council of national defense to the
>y Alveh L. Reed, end recorded
“‘{"j,
morning between Bar Harbor and
ounty registry of deed A P>“: deicn
chairmen of the state divisions.
Trenton, large-size black poplin coat
^
ege u. Belngthe enme premires
trimmed with black silk.
Finder please
notify Mas. Osoaea Fipislo. Bar Harbor.
Requisitions Space on All Vessels.
.,

rS.'Titoe.

Boston.—Thomas James Aberof West Pembroke, He,

; J nethy
<

Well-Expanded Lungs hot bough.
Pure blood la indispensable to the health
and etrength of the lunge. The delicate
atructure of theee organa makes It necessary,
When the blood le impure the lunge lose
their tone, end even il they are permitted
to expand freely, they here not the powei
work. The
folly to perform their Important
Ir
toot ie, there le nothing mom aeoeeeary
economy than Ipure bloold— the

i«

Misa Helen D. Cole of Watervllle

TRY TO LIVE ON $5 A WEEK

|

Dally Thought

The noblest mind the best content*
Bent has.—Spenser.

Cole

M.

the week-end here.

experience.

the weapons of offense employed
.against the submarine. A special endeavor Is being made to perfect th«
'operation of depth charges so that II
may be possible more frequently tf
“pot” the U-boats a* they submergt
lor as they run along with only theli
:

away.

Mr. McBride eras forty-three years of
age. He was born in Windsor, Canada,
bat had lived in Northeast Harbor the
greater part of his life. He was a man
whom to know

| are going

and

to

fin
*»

In Effect

PROSPECT HARBOR.
MI'S Alice
Machias.

count

U-boats,

according

Feb. 14. 187,
June «, ifw
Jnn. 14, 1880
On.«. inn
Sept. l*. I88i
my be.t knowled,. ,od
R. Boanitt.
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Screen*

ing Extent

i

by
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'••Min,
tocr.ii;
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Apr. It, 187,
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Proving Effective—Camouflage Employed to Surprla-

be

Ann.

Dhlc of Inst drpo.lt
or with If,.Vi

Ellsworth. Me.
Sedgwick. Me.
Ellsworth. Me.
Bar Harbor. Me.

tbst the nboye .Utemeot t, true

hereby certify

[

Are

sudden death of Clarence

our

tresence.

only

Bomb*

McDonald for the
in

8. P. Thomas.
David Rodick.
Warren Watson.

An encouraging ac*
of the success of the device*
Now it is all very well for the State |
being used by American ships as a
to exact the fee from fishermen around
i nieans of escaping or destroying Oer
Belgrade and Rangeley, and other parts
man submarines is given
by Admiral
is
excellent
of the State where sp^rt
Benson, chief of operations of the navy
and provided, but wheu you slave most
Several of the methods under trial at
of the year in a Manhattan skyscraper,
present, one of them the invention ot
and dream nights of trouting about BlueThomas A. Edison, the admiral
regardhill till you finally get there, and expect
ed as Inadvisable to describe, but h<1
to tiud that in return for your |2.15
discussed without reserve the device*1
tax the hatchery at Orland has stocked
in general use on merchant
ships and
some of the good brooks, like the one runnaval vessels.
ning out of Frost pond, and then find that
It was admitted that the naval con 1
Orland hasn’t earned its keep, why then
voy furnished the most effective safe
do whatl have. You write .a hot letter
guard against the submarine. Admiral
about Orland to State fish commissioner
Benson thought that the number oft
and another to The Ellsworth Americonvoyed ships sunk was even lost
friend
John
nice
one
to
and
a
can,
than the average up to a month ago
Thurston thanking him for a good day’s
when it was estimated that only one
his
he
and
that
way
give
suggesting
sport,
half of 1 per cent fell victim to th*
chickens and his shotgun and devote
submarine. The Impossibility of conhimself to raising trout.
voying more than a small per cent ol
But seriously, don’t you think that
the merchnnt fleet leaving American
Orland ought to give us Bluehill fishershort's, however, has made necessary
men some sport next year in return for
the adoption of other protective mea»
that |2.15?
j
ures.
Yours truly, W. G. Tinckom-Fernadez.
Device* Employed.
In defence of the fish hatchery at
Among those most In use on mer
Orland, we suggest to our correspondent
chant ships, the admiral said, wer»
that is a government hatchery. It doesn’t
“smoke homhs” nnd smoke screen*
get any of his |2.15, which goes to the
Camouflage also Is being employed tc
State. The State fish hatchery nearest to
a
Bluehill is at 'Punk Pond, Washington
surprising extent, hut particularly
on naval vessels.
The smoke bomb!
Residents of any locality in
county.
are merely containers filled with cheroMaine will have no difficulty in securing
■leal*
which
when
cast
overboard
trout fry for ponds and streams, if they
,throw off a dense black smoke, ohscup
make proper application to the State fish
lng the ship from an attacking submaand game commissioners.—Editor.
rine.
A great variety of experiments It
MOUTH OK THK UIVKK
camouflage have been tried on navavessels. They have been painted evMrs. Irving Closson recently spent a
iery hue of the rainbow that might
week in Bluehill.
.tend to merge the ship In Its back'
Mrs. Nell Sadler is at home, after a
ground and make It Indlstlngulshabli
short visit in Bucksport.
Admire.'
to Investigating periscopes.
Mr. and Mrs. Jere Nevels of Massa•Benson said many of these devices hnd
chusetts visited here recently.
.been demonstrated to be of grea'
James March, with his wife and daughmerit.
Warships, too, are equipped
ter Prances, of Miliinocket, visited his
with detectors which Indicate the proxparents recently.
imity of other ships.
More and more of the merchan*
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
a!
|8hlps. of course, are being armed so
OBITUARY.
to be able to give a good account ol
themselves In encounter* with th!
have been saddened
the

respect.

Mrs. Orlando J.

was

Smoke

steal-

O.

suppression of liquor
Clarissa O. Carter.

j

country.

appropriations

it

was

kept a shotgun.
Anyway,the only brook with trout in the
whole region was owned by a friend, and
so I could not even poach there at night.

and touches directly
every pocket book in the

to

hawk which

Perhaps

ing his chickens.
remind me that

sinews of war,

total

a

Wm.

Whether
known to be
deceased
Dead

Last known
residence

depositor,
Springer.

A.

EDISON INVENTION IN USE

North Sedgwick invited me to fish bis
private brook. Tne day 1 fished there he
to shoot

bEJ*1'

Name of

curse

State, and had

chance to catch any trout. That
when my good friend John Thurston

me

To

I

of

The war tax bill received President
Wilson’s signature last Wednesday.
It levies for this year more than 82,500,000,000 in new taxes to furnish the

indirectly

learned to

pedestrian,

fine

experience

TMI

IW

HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK. ELLSWORTH. MAINS
1? fnllowimr (Utfncnl contains thw name, the amount standing to his credit
address and the f*ct of death. Iff
known p sc*of residence or postofBoe
tnftwn.of H«
who has pot made a
deposit, 0r
urpom,
or ».,K4
'/
depositor in the Hancock County BStlif* ®,n^
Iherevo. far • period of more th.n
dividend.
of
the
or
f
.07
there.
>nr part
port
t.Mnt^'*’*
•
f ’n
October 1, IBI7. and I. not »nowu to he trra.urer to b» living.

B?JtPprec”dlo(t

one

asked

or

that

all the automobiles in the

Baatsesf comriiuniotuw s should be addressed
O, and all checks ami mor e' enters made pay
r.orsrT Publishing
aolc to Thf. li-viM
Co., EllSWr/flli, Ma.Lc.

WEDNESDAY,

a

if

course

INCUIMRD DEPOSIT*

Admiral Benson Tells of Methods Adopted to Foil
Submarines.

fishing.

vear.

idvertislcg Rates—Are reasonable and will
o»*»dc know i. on apj. b

28.

To the Editor of The American:
Please allow me space in which to

f'TERNOON

AT

HELPS RED CROSS

W

w

WMnc

WHEREAS

J°5j,c,|btb

SUNDAY

Paris.—President Poincare at a cabinet meeting signed a decree providing
for the requisitioning of cargo accommodations on all vessels—French, allied and neutral—for the service of the
government.

JtmtA.
T)UB8B —Containing snap-shots and law
1
small articles, fender may have aame

rzzr&.z&ta.

j
hereof,
,r*-bravvhf^ir°.'

by oalling at'Aunmican oOca, Idantltying
property and paying coat of thle advertise-

ment.

Fnno
Bar

By hU ettorney. George
Harbor, October 8.1917.
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ioiwwlBg have
DRAFT.) district
board
not
n®

army

THE

been certified to the
as
appearing for examination:
3S3 Prank A Power,
Backsport
388 Amos W
Walters, Gloucester, Mass
297 Artbur M Clay,
Bucksport
1205 Clarence B Colwell,
Prospect Harbor
2270 Clyde Ober, W Sullivan

TO THE COLORS
iVOttlER CALL
COMING SOON.

rOKTY MORE MEN WILL COUCOUNTY’* QUOTA
PLET* HANCOCK

.nOt'T

IN

FIRST

3411

DRA#T.

1808

board has not
Wbilt the local exemption
received order* to isaue the call for
fifteen per cent, of Hancock countint draft, they are eiquota in tbe
It i» underalood that the**
necied aoon.
arithin taro
Kill leave Eltaworth
,n

About forty

eeek*
*
,

forty-five

will

men

10

fifteen per cent, being
till pl»e«» of «" rejected on
examination at Ayer.

physical

been offlcially notified
The board ha*
men from tbe continthat lb* following
19. have been
Dl leaving Kllaworth Sept.

rejected

the

on

phyaicat

j0b„(;
Jordan. Ellsworth.
Littlefield of Rockland
A

baa

been

member of lb* district board
L. B. Deaay, resigned.
to succeed

appointed

a

IN ORDER FOR CALL.
beve

The following
district board

been
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accepted,

and

in
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having been
for call to tbe

aa

order

colora
ltnii Clifford C Coggins, Sorry
!r«i Gorge L Weecott, Bar Harbor
1MT Howard V Saliabury, Lakewood
•jOK Harvard L Young, Surry
lit.’l Luman W Hatch, Kllaworth
2190 Arthur L Jordan, Waltham
2122 Herbart S Reed, W Tremont
S72 Arthurs ibcbardKon, Bar Harbor
Frank O Cornell, Buckaport
Kandall F Robbins, Stonington
Foster Newcomb, Buckaport
Millard E Norwood, Southwest Har
John M Hagertby, Otter Creek
996 Lewis B Smith, Bar Harbor
20t5 Calvin E Stinson, Swan’s Island.
1519 Homer P Mooney, Orland
2091 Frank A Hodgdon, Center
1105 Wesley ASowle, Kllaworth
1501 Edgar H Gray, Orland
1T19 Christopher W Lawler, Southwest
218h

190
21TS
ITJi
TIT

j

worth.
Sheriff—Ward W. Wescott, Ellsworth.
Crier—Ernest L. Osgood, Blnehill.
Deputies—Fred A. Patten, Ellsworth; Stinson Hooper, Swan’s Island; Irving EL Saunders, Orland.

ex-

Workman,

Dallas J Hodgkins, Eden
Calvin LaF Stinson,Prospect Harbor

Stenographer—C. O. Barrows, Portland.
Messenger—Asbury Clement, Ellsworth.
The October term of the supreme judicourt for Hancock county opened
yesterday afternoon, with Associate Juscial

Proper Handling
PtnrfVy Would
Largely Incraasa Food 8upply.

tice Arno

[Prepared by United States department of
agriculture.]

offered by Rev. J. W. Tickle of the Unitarian church.
A long list of civil cases has been placed
on the special assigned list to be
disposed
of at this term, but comparatively few
will actually be tried.

ing.

wri n

Since poultry reach maturity quickly
and since the quality and productiveness of breeding stock, therefore,
may
be Improved by selection In a relatively
short period, the raising of poultry furATTORNEYS PRESENT.
nishes one of the best opjmrtunities for
The attorneys present at the opening of
increasing the meat food supply of the court were: H. E. Hamlin, B. T. Bowie,
country in an emergency like that now Henry M. Hall, George B. Stuart, F. L.
existing. This, coupled with the ad- Mason, L. F. Giles, D. E. Hurley, John F.
vantages to be gained by the exercise Knowlton, Harry L. Crabtree, R. E. Maof greater care in jioultry raising, was son, W. E.
Whiting, E. J. Walsh, Ellsthe thought in the minds of the federal worth; O. P. Cunningham,!'. H.
Smith,
and state agricultural specialists who Wiley C. Conary, Bucksport; L. B. Deasy,
met recently In St Louis, when they
Charles H. Wood, B. E. Clark, Charles B.
stateni that the poultry products of the
Pineo, E. N. Benson, H. L. Graham,
United States could be doubled in a ; George E. Googins, Harry M. Conners,
year. This means that if every body in Bar Harbor; Forrest B. Snow, Marcellus
« position to help did his part $000,Coggan, Blnehill; George R. Fuller,South000.000 worth of food would be added west Harbor; Jerome H. Knowles, Northeast Harbor; Percy T. Clarke, Stonington;
to the country's supply this year.
This includes both meat for the ta- j A. W. Patterson, Castine; W. B. Blaisdell,
ble and eggs. Very few farmers prac- Sullivan; Raymond Fellows, Bangor; A.
tice a systematic plan of disposing of 8. Littlefield, Leonard R. Campbell, Rockj land; Charles B. Barnes, Houlton; O. H.

Dunbar, Jonesport.
lMK

The grand

Joseph

|

1513 Samuel A Hoi way, Orland

1

985

Redman, Slonington
1772 Antonio Bernard!, Vitorio, Italy
779 Ludolph F Hodgkins, Eden
1837 Merrill Kuowlton, Stomngton
1717 William W Knowles, Soutbweat Har
1961 Archie E

Herhermmitb, Deer Isle
Earl (Jordon, N Sullivan
8% William G Quinn, Bar Harbor
1515 Omar Carr, Lakewood
91 Reuben D Hinckley, Bluebill
1011 Eugene H Uoodell, Ellaworth
352 Leland N Lord, Buckaport
619 Hoy H Snowden, Sunset
1561 Ralph H Clement, W Penobscot
1028 Harold L
Hooper, Ellawortb
1213 Irving D Farley, Prospect Harbor
311 Reginald P Davla, E Buckaport
565 Luther L Hardy, N Deer Isle
1778 Levman B Bowden, Stoninglen
492 Charlie H Maynard, East Holden
920 Carl V Ttourber, Bar Harbor
1907 Chester W Ginn, E Sullivan
1863 Charles Robbins, Stomngton
617

1906

WORK OP

LOCAL

BOARD.

Tht local board baa acted on a few more
cases during tbe
past weak. Following is
the record o( aucb action
up to this noon:
EXEMPTION CLAIM ORANTED.

306 Jobn C Crane, Bircb Harbor
294 Joseph C
Bray, Bucksport
REJECTED

jSO

Eugene Lymburner .Brooksviile
Sanford M McFarland.Eden
Fred Partridge. .Orland
Melvin C Pert.Deer Isle
J A Somes.Mount Desert
ROscoe H Smith.
Ellsworth
E M Stevens.Qouldsboro
ASSIGNMENT OF

Black Minorca* lay as many eggs
an any other of the Mediterranean
breeds when bred along proper
lines. The weight of Minorca eggs
averages
thirty-two to thirty-six
ounces per doxen.
Aa table birds
they are good, tbs flesh being tender and the flavor excellent. The
bird pictured la a Rose Comb Black
Minorca hen.

ACCEPTED.

exemption claim not qranted.
a*

Charles E Cola, Buckaport
1380 James D
Clamant, Seal Harbor
exemption asked, not passed upon.

IhUC'arlton W Haddocks, Ellsworth
NOT EXAMINED.

802 Lester A
Kearner, Salisbury Cove
881 William L
Cleaves, Bar Harbor
37 William E
Gray, S Brookaville
344 Oren L
Hutcbina, Bucksport
1740 Joseph Peter, Southwest Harbor
94# Cheater U
Bowen, Boston
948 DeLancy A Booker, Ellsworth Falls
1288 Everett
Hancock

Crocker,

SlAatfsanait*.

Be young

looking

gin

to-morrow.

moned to

11 Permanently. naturally. aafelv and
PerB**nently, naturally. aafeiy
without^-.
Said bv JTJlS! knowing it. too. u
^PyUdaaler^. PhS>
Philo Hay
Nc
Hay Co.. Newark.

N?J.

The traverse

jurors,

appear to-morrow,

sum-

are as

fol-

lows:

N H Ames.Orland
Austin R Bowden. ...Castine
their fowls after they have ceased to Vi E
Bragdon.Franklin
lie productive, although It Is well John O
Surry
known that fowls of the heavier breeds, Fred L Dority.Mariaville
such as the Plymouth Hocks, cease to * J Sherman Douglass.Lamoiue
produce u profitable number of eggs at Irving G Hamor.Eden
the end of their second laying year and Frank H Hard fug. Sedgwick
that this holds true of the lighter M B Jordan.Winter Harbor
McDonald.Gouldsboro
breeds, such as the I.eghorus, at the Irving M Moon. Hancock
George
end of their third laying year. Con- Fred I
Phillips.Mount Desert
sequently If efforts were made to dis- Walter G Richardson.Aurora
of
females
when
their
best
all
laypose
A K Saunders. Bluehill
ing days were over a large quantity of Fred W Sawyer.Eden
on
J
E Small.Stouiugton
would
lie
the
meat
placed
poultry
market.
All poorly developed chick- George P Smith.Ellsworth
Warren Staples.Swan’s Island
ens should likewise be culled out and
Warren F Tapley.Brooksviile
used at meat. This way of
F Wardwell.Penobscot
of unprofitable fowls would allow the Seymour
Eben 8 W’eed.Deer Isle
fanner to feed his grain to younger
Harry P Wight. Bucksport
and more productive fowls.

Conary.?.....

disposing

I

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Jack raftbCt
sausage will he a new delicacy In Okla*
homa as a result of the war. In fact
a few farmers In the western part #f
the state last winter found a substitute as palatable ns the real article.
At a meeting of farmers’ wives In
Kloka county, Mrs. Ida Gregory, county woman agent, discu'sed the eflicucy
of canning soy beans. One woman suggested that the beans were' haijl to
raise owing to the raids of rabbits.
Tills objection was quickly discounted
by another woman, who exclaimed:
“Keep the rabbits nway until your
beans are a foot high; then get a shotgun and let them come. Last year we
had jack rabbit sausage the season
through. By mixing a bit of pork the
sausage really is better than, that made
entirely from pork.”

STEAL MORE CHINESE SEALS
Prominent Official of the Republic Disappears With the Presidential

Stamps.

At* th« Wrong Sandwich.
The sadden exodus of seven tm>
groes from the backroom of sn uptown
FRANKLIN.
cafe in Mfew York brought several poMrs. F. L. Swan is home from Bangor.
licemen to the scene to learn the
Wallace Lowell came home from Bucka- cause of
the ebony eruption.
Only
port Friday, returning Monday.
one negro was left In the room when
Mrs. L. W. Blaisdell returned Sunday the cope entered.
He was found
from West Sullivan, where she was the breathing
and
hard
pawing the
guest of Mrs. A. P. Havey for a week.
ground. When called upon for an exEighteen little friends,, members of hie planation he said: “It is Just this
Sunday school class were entertained by way,” he began. “Me and seven other
Robert W. Blaisdell Saturday afternoon.
gents were a-playlng poker here all
Miss Lola Dyer, who has been ill of quiet and 'spectable. I was a-wlnntng,
tonsilitas, is improving. She has for a but not much, and was laying for the
I already
guest Miss Estelle Puffer, of Brewer. bunch to make a-kllllng.
Norman Dyer is home during his vaca- had three aces and was a-walting for
the fourth to roll rou-d. Sure enough,
tionhere she comes. It was just the same
The boys snd girls of the canning dub
as counting ail the money my own—
will have a public exhibition of tbeir products Friday afternoon, Oct. 12, at tbe and then I discovered that some fool
negro had eat my sandwich. Then it
grange ball. They will hold a soeial and
was that I rlz up ’er fighting—and you
sale of cocked food, whereby they hope to
seen them a piling outer that door.”
gather in the pennies to help defray tbeir
“But what did you make such a fuss
expenses to Ellsworth for tbe coming
about one sandwich for?” asked one
contest.
of the cops.
“Couldn’t you get anOct. 8.
B.
other one for a dime?” “Yes, sir, I
guess I could, boss,” said the negro
WALTHAM.
gladiator, “but not like that one. You
Mrs. Harry Rhodes, who with daughters
that sandwich of mine, what some
Gladys and Marion, has been with ber see,
one eat when I wasn’t n-Iooklng, was
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willard Haslam,
the one where I was a-keeping them
through the summer, has returned to
Massachusetts. They will reside in Dor- three aces.”
chester.

Peking.—Peking Is much agitated
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Rankins are rethe disappearance of official seals.
When President U Tuan-hung was ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
forced to give np the presidency, Gen- daughter, horn Sept. 28.
Mrs. W. H. Kemp, who has been with
Ting-Kwnn, the keeper of the presldentlal seals, took them to Shanghai. her daughter, Mrs.
M. G. Strout, at
Another prominent official has now dis- Bradford two months, is home.
appeared with the seals of the house
Benjamin S. Willey, who is employed
of representatives.
When the at- at Roekland, was in town last week.
tempt at monarchial restoration had
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Hastings left here
.been defeated and Premier Tuan Chl- to-day to motor to St. Petersburg, Fla.
jui declared the republic had been re- Mrs. Hastings* sisters, Mrs. A. K. Haslam
stored, there was much consternation and Mrs. W. H. Haslam, accompanied
because of the disappearance of the them to Lisbon Falls to visit tbeir
mother,
seals of the republic. Gen. Ting Kwan Mrs. W. D. Blethen.
was arrested In Shanghai, and after a
Oct. 8.
L.
hard legal struggle was brought back
SUKKY.
Ito Peking, together with the missing
Frank Jordan came home last week.
presidential seals, and Is to have a

jhearing

before a Chinese court.

Paul

Clark is home for

SCORNED, MAKES SPY CHARGE

Bangor.

Widow Prove* Undoing of Kampman,
1
Formerly in German Consulate
In Chicago.

days

FOR

Miss

M.

cottage

people.

If the heart Is right It Is always easy
to choose the right way from the
do It.
wrong way. The mind cannot
If we depended upon the Intellect to
would
keep men In the right way they
land In perdition. A scholar has as
If he
poor Judgment as a greenhorn
doesn't consult his soul. It Is not a
troth If a person cannot feel It In his
heart So, trust doubts to the heart
where love and good will live, and one

Convinced.
Rivers,
don't know,” muttered
the pavement
picking himself up from
limp,
and moving on with a perceptible
as a
"whether there Is any such thing
I am thoroughbicycle face or not, but
existence of the
ly convinced of the

|

phenomenon
skin.”

known

as

the

banana

x. y. z.

a

fine

pleasant taste,
appearaoee^ame
certainty dr good results.

same

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace

correspondent was presented with
buncu of violets, picked Oct. 5, by Mrs.
A little

daughter, Mary

Arline,

welcomed at the home of Mr. and
Frank Qrindle Monday.
Oct. 9.

Jobbing.

Work and

was

Echo.
01

•_

HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

Mrs.

Daily Thought
What a brave soul is that, that ts
always prepared to leave the body,
and unconcerned about her being
either, extinguished, scattered or removed.—Marcus Aurelius.

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

t

BORN.
I BASLER—At Ellsworth, Sept

4. to Mr and
Mrs Forrest M Basler, a daughter.
BLAKE—At West Brooksville, Oct 5, to Mr
and Mrs Fred M Blake, a son.
ROBINSON—At Ellsworth, Sept 6, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph Parker Robinson, a daughter.

MARRIED.
ALLEN

HENRICKSON
At North Sedgwick, Oct 8, by R» v A H Carville, Mrs Cora
Allen of North Sedgwick, to Bert Henrickson of South Bluehill,
BUNKER-BUOK-At Franklin, Oct 6, by
Rev C W Lowell, Miss Hildred M Bunker of
Franklin, to Harry L Buck of Medford

Irene Conners will return to the

season.

Miss Georgia Emery of Newton, Mass.,
a recent guest of her aunt, Mrs. A.

was

Worth Thel*'Weight In Gold
do his be$t when suffering
backache, rheumatic
pains, swollen
sore muscles or other
symptoms of
idney trouble. B. H Stone. MO N. 3d ;8t.,
Reading, Pa., writes: **I contracted a most
severe case of kidney trouble. 1 gradually
grew worse and for months was unable to
attend to business. I began to use Foley
Kidney Pills and soon found the pains were
and I have had to aches since. They
ve been worth their weight in gold to me/'
—Moore's Drug Store.

Still retains its supremacy. People
still take Hood’s Sarsaparilla because it is an old family friend, has
proved its merit to three generations
—in purified blood, expelled humors,
restored appetite, relieved rheumatism, banished tired feelings.
It long ago became recognized r.s
the standard blood purifier and
It originated in a
general tonic.
Boston physician’s successful prescription, and comprises medicinal
roots, herbs, barks and berries such
as are often prescribed for ailments
of the blood, stomach, liver and kidneys. Buy it in the same style package your mother bought it in,—same

D. M. Hardison.

85

The annual meeting of the Sorosis was
held Thursday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. C. A. Stimson. The same officers
were re-elected.
Owing to present conditions it was voted to have the suppers
onoe a month this winter.
Oct. 8.
H.

THE OLD RELIABLE
BLOOD BUILDER

The

University of Maine this week.
Phillips Eaton has moved bis family to
Portland. They will be greatly missed.
Hon. D. T. Timayenis of Boston has

Ene

Hampshire,

WEST FRANKLIN.

25
50
85
10

Sunday afternoon services at the church
will be discontinued through the winter.
Services will be held every alternate Sunday evening a| 7 o’clock, instead of 7.80.

her

Washington,

8.

$17
10

S. Cummings.
William Newsome of Boston closed
Ethelwolde
Ethel
Wednesday. Miss
Newsome motored to Boston, accompanied
by Miss Elsie Simpson.

has closed
to

Mrs. Ida Dix is in Westminster, Md.,
with Mrs. Fairfax, who is seriously ill.
Miss Helen Jackson is spending a few
oct.

R. A. Black is taking a course in
and eye infirmary in Boston.

CLOUGH-LYMAN—At Ellsworth Falls, 8ept
20, by Rev Henry V* Conley, Mrs Mary J
Clough to David J Lyman, both of Ellsworth Falls.
DAY—WALKER—At Providence. R I, Sept 29.
Miss Dorothy Day of Weehawken, N J.to
Churchill Altou Walker of Ellsworth.
DAVIS—HARRIMAN—At Bucksport, Oct 8.
by Rev J E Blake, Miss Grace Davis of
Bucksport. to Ira Howard Harriman of
Cape Elizabeth.
WALLACE-PRAY-At Ellsworth, Sept 22. by
Rev R H Moyle, Miss Palmira Legois Wallace of Indian Point, to John Leslie Pray of
West Ede

A striking example of the value of
in helping America In the great
fight Is Miss Antoinette Funk, a member of the woman's committee of the
DIED.
council of national defense.
The photograph shows her hard at COLSON—At Bucksport, Oct 7, Edward L
Colson, aged 75 years.
work In her office In the treasury buildGRINDLE-At Bluehill, Oct 4, Raymond W
ing where she Is doing wonderful work
Grindle, aged 23 years, 2 months, 19 days.
In the interests of the Liberty loan. LOWELL—At Bucksport, Oct 6, Maria W,
widow of Asaph S Lowell, aged 85 years,
She la executive vice-chairman of the
8 months, 8 days.
women's Liberty loan committee, of MORRISON—At Bar Harbor,
Sept 29, Ida,
wife of Dr C C Morrison, aged 52 years.
which Mrs. McAdoo la the chairman.
SMITH—At
Oct
9, Guy R Smith,
Bucksport,
She was asked to take the post by Secaged 81 years, 13 days.
retary McAdoo because of her powers TEMPLE—At Birch Harbor, Oct 2, J Fredof logical appeal, her ability as a
erick Temple, aged 58 years.
speaker and her untiring activity In
any work connected with the gseat
ammuMiiunuk
cause for which America la lighting.
women

man can

tdnta,

Baldwin

returned

and

weeks in New

ear

No
from

L.

D.C.

I-1

Orrington.

closed “Kozinook” for the

Osgood has moved home

from Blnebill.
Newton Clark, Francis Harden, Lloyd
Treworgy and O. Clark Bonsey left this
week to attend Higgins classical institute.
Oct. 8.
L.

LIBERTY LOAN |

Miss Bracey of York is teaching here.
Miss Emma Whitaker is visiting in

Miss

few

BASS HARBOR.

WORKS

donations:

Dr.

a

_

Cross Donations.
The Hancock county chapter of the Red
Cross acknowledges receipt of the follow-

the

spending

fltmrttlBfnu’m?

Mrs. Charles

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Between Right end Wrong.
When you are In doubt whether a
thing Is good or bad, don't adopt the
opinion that it Is good. If you cannot
■ee a line of distinction between the
two, till you And out better, look upon
It as bad, says the Ohio State Journal.
Whatever Is good,. Is plainly so, and If
It happens not to be so plain as to
raise a question, regard It as bad, and
turn from It The work of the evilminded In this world Is an effort not
to say black Is white but that gray Is.
There Is much harm done by straddling a wrong. It Is a favorite reIs
course In society and politics and it
doing much to destroy the consciences
You may depend upon It—
of

is

Medieval Recital Singers.
From approximately the eleventh to
the thirteenth century was the golden
age of the medieval recital singer, who
cultivated the art of song as distinct
from the populur song of the lower order.
Troubadours, trouveres and minnesingers haunted the castles and rose
gardens of Provence, Northern France,
Suabla and Aragon, hastening along
the roads which led from one to another, running over their programs
while they scanned the horizon for the
next moated grange or beetling keep.
We doubt If the records of their premieres are preserved even in the yellowing parchments of dusty archives,
for it was a careless age, without
thought of posterity, and hardly knowing that It pays to advertise, says
Frederick II. Martens in Musical
America.

here.

Los Angeles.—A scorned woman and
an elderly one at that—proved the undoing of Dr. Maximilian Kampman, |
aged only twenty-eight, formerly of
MT. DESERT FERRY.
the German consulate in Chicago, who
Jwas arrested here on a presidential Frank Jellison of Calais spent Sunday
Warrant as a German spy. At least so with his brother, W. W. Jellison.
declared Dr. A. S. Ash of Los Angeles. |
Ivory Foss and family have moved into
"A year and a half ago Doctor Kamp- Arthur
Young’s house at South Hancock.
man was treating a widow,” said DocMrs. C. F. Eldridge and little daughter
tor Ash.
“He took a great deal of inElizabeth, of Rumford Falls, spent last
terest in trying to restore her health—
week with her parents, A. L. Colby and
so much so that it seemed she became
wife.
infatuated with him. He tried to wave
Oct. 9.
C.
her aside, but In vain.”

Red

Ellen Ewing, HeleD Newell and Caroline Wilson, Sorrento.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 8. Douglass, Lamoine,
Harborside dramatic club, Cape Rosier,
firooksville.
Mrs. Eugene Hale
Camp Fire Girls of Ellsworth.
Capt. W. C. Bellatty, Ellsworth...;.
Mrs. Percy D. Clifford and associates,
Cape Rosier.

Phillips

Mrs. Bernice

j

ing

short visit.

a

Elizabeth Milliken is visiting in

Mrs.

j
j

Cai»inlzlng the cockerels that are not
Intended for breeding purposes will not
only Increase their size, but will place
a more desirable poultry meat on the
market. Another practice that should
be adopted more widely Is that of fattening all chickens that are to be marketed before they leave the farm. Tills
can he done easily by confining the
birds for a week or ten days and feeding them a good fattening ration. They
will come to marks. then in better condition, and the farmer will recelTe a
profit for their added weight.

NEWS

over

George W Alley.Ellsworth

•-»

will not go far astray.

ftoxfittii

CASES.

The calling of the docket and assignment of cases occupied the remainder of
the forenoon. The trial of cases will be-

Sherman E Haskell, 8 Brookaville

780 Wintield B Hodgkins, Bar Harbor
606 Whitney J
Weed, Deer lsie
460 C harles McK
Qott, Cranberry tales

JUKI.

for the October and

FA Herrick, foreman.Brooklin
William R Keene, clerk-Southwest Harbor
Frank C Allen.Sedgwick
John Campbell.Sullivan
Charles L Closson.Tremont
Frank H Conners.Eden
Frank A Douglass.Castine
A B Dunham.Bucksport
O W Foss .Hancock
William N Gray.Penobscot
Robert W Hinckley .Bluehill

i'qw, uvraira
M Higgins, Bar

Daniel Smith, Bar Harbor
124 Raymond W Stover, Bluebill
1977 Horace C Stinson, StoninKton
2118 Cush B Pomroy, W Tremont
886 John L Pray, W Eden
164 Virgil N Gray, Brooklin
1921 Fulton FI Hart, Slonington
1174 Reginald M Joy, Franklin
983 Herbert L Salisbury, Bar Harbor
1465 Andrew B Walla, Seal Harbor
1227 Lawrence A Joy, Uouldaboro
1777 Charles L Brimigion, Stoniugton

UttASU

jury

April terras was sworn, and after being
charged by the Court, retired to its room.
The jury as organized is as follows:

Harbor
968 Esrl c Clement, Ellsworth
1306 Everett L McKay, N Hancock
274 Harlow J Atwood, Hocksport
1917 Francta I Sinclair, E Sullivan
1307 James P Bunker, Northeast Harbor
1760 Allen P Walls, Southwest Harbor
1375 Chandler Hutcbina, N Penobscot
1728 Harris L McLean, Southwest Harbor
7*5

King, of Ellsworth, presidopening of court, prayer was

W.

At the

CO LINT Y

King, Hlls-

—

Harbor
2uio

W.

Mahoney, Ellsworth.
Fred L. Mason, EllsCounty Attorney

>

examination:

Stoniugton; Parker VV.
Ueth W. Bobbin*,
Harria C. Austin,
Harritnan, Buckaport;
aoninglon; 1-eon C. Murch, Trenton;
Itagiey, Seal Harbor; Herman A.

Farmers’ Wives In Oklahoma Are Advised to Turn Pest to
Good Use.

Olerk—T. F.

WEED OUT THE DRONES.
!

October Tern, 1917.
TBI COURT.

(,.» above the

J^ary
■ he

or

775
1261

RABBIT SAUSAGF. IS LATEST

Presiding Justice —Arno

Irving N Young, E Lamoine
Harry P Greenlaw, Stonington

RKPORTS PROM DISTRICT BOARD.
The following have been
granted
emption by the district board:
1194 Oscar C
Franklin

HANCOCK S. J. COURT

Granlta
Health of Or. Mlchaells Bad.
Amsterdam.—A Berlin telegram to
the Bhelnlsche Westfallsche Zeltung
of Esssn says that the state of health
of the German chancellor. Doctor
Mlchaells, “leaves very much to be dashed."

DAVID FRIEND
Main Street,

Ells»worth

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANING

All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Goods called for and delivered
attention to parrel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

Special

Stste Street,

Ellsworth, Me

WOOLENS

Dress Materials and Coatings direct from the factory.
Write for
samples and state garment planned.
F. A. PACKARD,
Box 35
Camden, Me.

ytobMisnal Cams.

and

Marbla
IV!®morlal* ait

H.W. DUNN’S

The High Cost of Living
makes economy necessary.
Make yoar
fall or winter overcoat good for another
season by having it repaired by

Water Strati

EUSWHTH. SAME
Artistic Designs, First-clasa Work, Lowei
Prices. Liberal discount on mall orders.
Established 18

ALICE

H.

BraCULTY

SCOTT

MADS or

TT?,li’?SIJ.I?i“t.4.c0OCNTI:<O

AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Aunt Union Bade Deposit ft Trust Co., of Port,
ond, lor furnishing Probate and Bursty Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter) typewriter supplies
Oor. Mam and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drua
Store), ■llawortb. Me.

YINOL MAKES
WEAK WOMEN
STRONG
Positive—Convincing Proof
We publish the formula of Vinol
prove convincingly that it has the
power to create strength.

to

Cod Liver and Be«f

Peptone*, Iron
Mi..jgar.e3e Pv-ptonatua, Iron and
Citrate, Lime and Soda
Glycerophosphates. C&scarin.
Any vreszzr. v.'.-u buys a,pottle of
Vinol for a weak, run-down, nervous
condition and finds after giving it a
fair trial it did not help her, will
have her money returned.
You see. there is no guess work
about Vinol.
Its formula proves
there is nothing like it for all weak,
T»
*

anu

Ammonium

run-down, overworked,

nervous men

and women and for feeble old

people
Try it once

and delicate children.
and be convinced.

Pharmacy, C. E. Alexander

s

Prop., EUaworth.

SEDGWICK.
Mr. and
are

Mrs. T. A. Smith and

in Boston for

a

Paul

son

week.

Means, who has spent two
Boston, is home.

Miss Laura
-weeks in

Capt. George
were

port,

Lane and

in town last

son, of

Rock-

wpek.
of Wellfleet, Mass.,

A. C. Hreeman
guest of Capt. A. N. Cole.

Capt.
is the

Henry, who has spent the
“Twin Oaks,’r has returned to

Clifford S.
at

Ashland.

Lower

Perry,

Helene

Mis9

spent her

who has

returned

here, has

vacation

to Newton

Falls, Mass.

Roby Dority, who i9 employed as
central operator in the hospital at Newton Lowtr Falls, Mass., is home f">r a
Miss

vacation.

Eloc.

Oct. 1.
Miss Susie Cole
Dark Harbor

on

left

Thursday last for

business.

Capt. A. C. Freeman returned to his
home in Wellfleet, Mass., Monday.
J. W. Paris and daughter Mary returned
an automobile trip to St.

last week from

Stephens.
Preparations
harvest

home

being made for the
Riverside hall

are

reunion at

Oct. 18.
Bartlett and Mi9s Eva Gerry,
summer here, have re-

Mrs. S. H.
•who have

spent the
turned to Boston.

Miss Marion W’ilson occupied the pulpit
the Baptist church on Sunday in the
absence of Pastor Kimball, who is atat

tending the Baptist convention at Presque
Isle.
Eloc.
Oct. S.
ISQfiTH SEDGWICK.
John Thurstort baa purchased a fullblooded Durham bull.
Ed. Smallidge is havjng extensive repairs made on his hohse.
Miss Abbie El well has returned to New
York, after two months here.
Foster Pierce was in Portland and
-Belfast recently on business.
Fred Lowell has moved his family to

Bucksport,

where he has work.

Thnrston, aged eleven years, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen, fell from the
roof of a garage recently, tearing the

ligaments

in

both

arms.

X.

Oct. 1.

Mrs. Minnie Cole is visiting it North
Brooklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Smith of Mount
Desert spent the week-end here.
Minnie Marks and daughter oi
Bluehiil are visiting here.

Mrs.
East

Foster Pierce will this week
to Portland where he has
as overseer in a lumber mill.

family

move

his

position

a

Mrs. Bertha Orcutt is confined to her
bed from injuries received by a fall down
stairs Thursday night. No bones were
broken.
Charles Allen, Cnrtis Young and John
Orcutt returned from their hunting trip
J. P.
on Long Island with a fine deer.
Allen and Julian Hooper each secured a
deer Friday, being gone from the house
about an hour.

Mrs. Cora Allen of this place and Bert
Hendrickson of South Bluehiil were
quietly married at her home here Wednesday evening, by Rev. A. H. Carviile. Mrs.
Allen is

people

one

of

our

most

popular

young

successful as a
Hendrickson has many
All wish them much hap-

and has been most

teacher.

Mr.

friends here.

NORTH BROOKXJN.
has returned from Aroostook county.
W. H. Giles has closed his cottages and
returned to Box bury, Maas.
Arthur Sargent of Islesford is viaiting
here before going to Florida to engage
in buainesa.
Mrs. Mabel Sherman Davis and her
busband, of Brooklyn, N. Y., are spending a few days at the old home here.

Eugene Cole

Oct. 1.

Xenophon.

Josephine Roberts of Wesley

is

viaiting

here.

Eugene Cole is having

electric

lights

in-

stalled in his house.
Mias E. Peabody has bad her yacht, the
Altair, hauled out and boused for the winter.
Oscar Nickerson, who has been emthe steamer Camden,
for the winter.
Everett Hale left Thursday for Jackson-

ployed on

ship-

■

A surprise party was tendered Mr. and
Mrs. Ralston Mears Saturday evening,
Mrs. Mears’ birthday.
Zenophon.
Oct 8.

fund for the puriswe that would
up a century or two after his
death? And might not the statue have
something to do with Its location?
Though he c«l not know it. he had
ing

The Mysterious
Sun Spot

UOULD8BORO.
Mrs. Amanda Whitaker recently visited
in Sorrento.

Sftwittaamca
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was: Might not the writer have
secretly carried out Ills Intention, leav-

I first

a

BLl't HILL.

turn

Alvra

D.

Gray ol East

listed in the axistion

Bluebill

has

en-

corps.

Mimes Olive Cbsse and Dons Merrill
heve returned to tbe University of Maine.
Edward Snowman left Monday for Whit-

MISERABLE FROM

STOMACHJROUBIE

made a mental leap bridging uw entury
He detersince his ancestor's death.
mined to make a study of the statue
inaville, Mass., where he haa employment.
Miss
Minnie
! and everything that pertained to it.
Handy has returned ::
an
Basil t. Barrett, wife and daughter, of
from Bar Harbor
hour
to
an
Every morning he devoted
are
viaitinir Mr. Barrett's
Cleveland,
Mrs. P. H. Spurting has gone to Presque
sitting liefore the bronxe. looking ut It
tant
father, Dr. E C. Barrett.
Waltei
Isle to visit her daughter, Mrs.
and thinking ata>ut It.
l’erhaps he
< >
Edward Snow has entered the UniverWalsh.
fancied that by thua mentally dwelling
< ►
of Maine, and Ills brother Albert
694 Champlain St.,
new
U[>on It through some spiritual process sity
Charles Moore is building the
Mostmcal.
has registered at Colby college.
MARKLY
RICHARD
•Tor two years, I was a
the
secret would tn* lni(»arted to him
where
site
church
on
the
Baptist
fnisorabla
at
the
is
employed
Maurice Howard
The inscription engaged Ids attention,
gufferer from Rheumatism and
the Union church burned.
Stomach
to
l>ut be could make nothing of It And Bain Iron Works. He recently tried
Eittah.
Trouble. I had frequent
Oct. 1.
Dizzy spellt
enlist in both the army and navy, but
an object In
there
must
have
been
yet
*nd when I took food, felt
Cm the South Carolina coast stands
examination.
Mrs. Ellie Campbell visited B. T. Sowle
wretched
(tutting It there alone, and esi-ecially failed to pass the physical
and sleepy. I suffered from
one of those imposing colonial edifices
and family in Ellsworth 1 ist week.
Rheu
with the hour uml minute of birth.
Mias Mary Ellen Chase, who has spent
inatism dreadfully, with
It
for which that state Is famous.
pains in my
Divid P. Guptill and family recently
One morning Colonel Granville waa the summer with her mother, Mrs. E. E.
and
I
Jiack
was built during the times when the
joints, and my hands swollen
visited here.
sitting, as usual, studying the statue. Chase, has gone to Minneapolis, to take
A friend advised “Fruit-a-tives”
southern settlers, requiring lalmrers to The sun spot was crawling alowly over a special course in English at the Univerand
Mrs. Asenath Davis, with daughter Leftom the outset, they did mo
work on their tobacco plantation." were the wall as It had Iteen traveling year sity of Minnesota.
ona, of Enfield visited her mother, Mrs.
good
the
I
for
jtfler
I
100 years.
The
first box, felt was getting
lmiairtlng large cargoes of African ne- In and year out
The funeral of Kaymond W. Orindle,
Margaret Tracy, last week.
colonel was watching It as he had of- who died Oct. 4, was held at the Baptist well and I can truthfully
It Is
The ladies who organized for war relief groes, who were held as slaves
say that
ten watched It before.
A third new
Truit-a-tives” U the only
church Sunday afternoon, Kev. A. H.
work will meet at Lra Shaw’s house Thursof brick, with large pillars In front,
medicine
Idea came to him. Might not this mi) Carvil of North Sedgwick officiating. that helped me”. LOUIS
day afternoons. All are invited.
and, considering Its age. Is In a reLAURIE.
spot have some meaning?
There were many beautiful tributes from
60c.
a
Eittah.
Oct. 8.
6
for
box,
J2.50, trial sire, 25c.
markable state of preservation. This
There seem to l>e two kinds of ideas the academy alumni association and
Atall dealers or sent postpaid by
Is because a recent owner has put It
in the human brain, those that are students.
SUTTON.
Baptist Y. P. S. C. E., K. of •-tires Limited,
Ogdensburg, \.y,
original or parent Ideas and those that P., relatives and
friends. Tbe burial
Miss
Ruby Hubbard of Stetson is In repair.
Like other houses of Its kind dating ! are offspring. The present c ase is an service at the cemetery was under the
teaching the fall term of school.
illustration.
The conception that the
auspices of Keewayden lodge, Knights interest and care, and in ber last years
Ralph Bunker has returned to Boston back to the seventeenth century. It sun
s(>ot might hare some meaning of Pythias. Mr. Orindle was twenty- tbey were enabled to return that kindness
was built out of the proceeds of neuniversity.
w as In a measure original (though evthree years of age, a
graduate of the Mias Charlotte airing her the best u( care
groes captured In Africa and sold as
Ethel Bunker and Harvey Bunker are at
Her brothers. Dr. Henry
slaves In America. But the slave trade erything. after all. Is but a link In an academy, class of 1915, and a young man unto the end.
Southwest Harbor attending school.
and Its twin brother, piracy, were eternal chain), and it suggeated anoth- of much promise. He leaves his parents, M. and Albert C. elevens, were also most
er idea—vlx. Might not there be a conThe summer
all gone
company has
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Orindle, and attentive to her comfort.
not In that day deprecated as they are.
nection tietween the sun sjiot and the ODe sister, Miaa Sadie Orindle of BlueWilliam Burnham of Philadelphia being
Prof. J. J. Martin cf Bangor conducted
He who
or, rather, would be, today.
date of birth on the statue?
the last to leave.
hill.
appropriate services Baturday afternoon,
built the house referred to became one
Colonel Granville sprang from his
&
Oct. 8.
Bept. 29, at the home, basing his thoughts
Mrs. Georgia Spurting has been visiting
of the most prominent men of his time.
chair. He w as confident that he had
on the passage “Blessed are the dead who
her mother at Islesford.
OBfftJAKT.
I Richard Granville was not his name,
made an Important discovery.
What
die in the Lord.” Many old-time friends
Mrs. Charles Watson, with her adopted j but In bringing out the antecedents of
we
lose
*Tis sweet.
year by year
that discovery would lead to was angathered with the little family groupto
son Maxwell,
It
Is
a far safer name
visited
her sister, Mrs.
his
descendants
to
mute
faith
in
Friend* nut of night,
j
other matter.
He had little expectapay homage to ber worth. The Hurtl
Lester Bunker, recently.
! to use than his own. He began life as
store.”
our
Paradise
in
How
grows
tion that it would work out his first
tributes were many and beautiful.
—A'eWe.
n
where
sailor,
visiting
Ernest Spurling has finished sailing for
every country
conceptions which had come from the
Two nephews of Mrs. Morton, Arthur
the season, and he and Palmer Seavey are 1 there was trading to l>e done, and a
After a long and useful life, Mrs. Harletter he had read, but he ho[>ed it
and Ernest Kimball, of Chicago were presfew
his
who
were
of
slaves,
Mr.
older
Mrs.
fishing together.
Alley,
might solve the mystery of the statue riet E. Morton passed peacefully away ent and accompanied her body to that
Seavey’s mother, has been visiting him house servants and thus enabled the and tile date inscribed upon it. He at her old home the morning of Septemcity, where at Rose Hill cemetery some
more
lately.
readily to become conversant was not long in inferring that on the ber 26,1917, at the advanced age of eighty- fifteen of ber relatives and some
of her
months ami twenty-five
Oct. 1.
Tot.
with his secrets, handed down a tradiday, hour and minute recorded on the four years, eleven
friecda met, and a prayer was offered as
tion that their master started his forstatue the sun spot would rest on a days.
they laid ber to rest.
OTIS.
Mrs. Morton was a daughter of Deacon
tune In piracy.
part of the wall which would give
Oct. 8.
M.
Mrs.
Arthur Moore of Hallowell is
ise tms as it may. up to me miuuie
Benjamin and Mary Fisher Stevens. In
some Inf >rmation or injunction intendunited in
visiting her mother.
of the last century Ills descendants did
ed by the man who bad erected the her early womanhood she was
MAKIAVILLK.
Dr. Peters
came
from
Bar Harbor
not deny that much of his money had
marriage to Mr. Knudson, and as he was
statue.
The fair Oct. 3 was well attended.
in mining research they moved
interested
l>een made In the slave trade. In his
Saturday for a week’s tenting and huntThe Inscription gave the year, wbirb
California where in a short time he
Frank Jordan and wife of Portland
old ace his conscience troubled dm.
ing.
could be of no imimrtance since the to
passed away. After a few years she was visited b«re last week.
and
who
were
nearest
him
said
those
The agriculturftl club, the “Willing
son traverses the same aiiparent path
married toKeuhen Morton, and they made
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Carr are the happy
Workers,” had an entertainment and that he desired to make some reparaannually; the day, June IT; the hour,
in San Francisco for over twenty
tion for his misdeeds. He had a statue
sale at th3 school house Friday evening.
10 o'clock, and the minute, the twen- their home
parent* of a girl baby— lihoda Lee.
then located in Chicago,
of himself made of bronze and set It
ty-fifth. In other words. If this were years. They
Mra. Mary Marsh is in hi I a worth with
George Pierce, Ralph Kittredge and
entered into business and where
the true explanation, on June IT. at where be
up on a pedestal In a bay window of
her daughter, Mra. Lillian Gray.
Ernest Flanders of Sutton, N. H., emdeath ocHis
a fine residence.
built
they
10 o'clock,
ployees of the government in search of Ills library. The left hand rests on an twenty-five minutes after
Mra. Henrietta Crabtree, who ha* been
than thirty years
the lositlon of the sun sjiot would curred in that city more
anchor, and the rlcht holds a sextant—
moths, were in town recently.
in Clifton for lome time, has returned
ago.
mean something.
It could not refer to.
not a mock aextant; a real one. though
Oct. 1.
Davis.
For a long time Mrs. Morton spent her home.
10 o’clock at night for an obvious reanot of brass, but of the same material
Freeman Gray of Michigan visited at
winters in Chicago, making this a summer
LAMOINE.
son.
as the statne.
He left orders that no
snd journey twice a
the home ol Georgs Froat last wees. He
It was early In April when Cokmel boast, but the change
Eugene Covey has returned to Charles- | headstone should mark h'.s grave, and
became too much of a burden to her. lived here as a boy.
ton to attend school.
j It was supposed that he Intended the Granville hit upon tills possible ex- year
home and lived
Mra. Sadie Haalarn of Waltham recently
planation. Nearly two months of wait and she gave up the city
Miss Marion Hodgkins of Bar Harbor is
statue as a substitute for one.
At any
would lie necessary before the spot in quiet comfort here am ig the friend* visited her brother, John Jordan, before
Ing
her
now
knows
where
he
Is
no
one
rate,
visiting
parents.
of
her
years.
early
would reach a iswltion correal londlng
going Weal for the winter.
burled.
Mr. Meader who has purchased N. P.
she
with the date. The eclonel. too tmpa l In every place where she bad lived,
Mra. A. M. McOown and little daughter
Ldfferent generations of his descendOlson's house is getting it read; lor
was actively identified with church work.
tlcnt to defer Investigation for what
Catherine of Xagrange, and Mrs. H. C.
ants discussed the statne and wonderoccupancy.
was
she
for
In
twenty-one
Chicago
years
seemed to him so long a period, was
Cronkhite of Bangor visited Mra. John
ed at the whim which led their progenconnected with Union Park church, and
Mrs. Warren ol Eddington, and Mrs.
eager to get a computer to come and
Jordan recently.
itor to erect It. One thing about It exof
its
various
tranches
of
Ellsworth
were
at
W.
Benjamin Young
calculate where the spot would lie on liberally supported
Mr. and Mra. C. H. Goodwin's children,
cited special attention.
Every mornMrs. Warren had
K. SelisDury’s Sunday.
the given day. But he knew of no one j benevolence in home and foreign Helds.
ing the sun. shining in upon It. strikes at hand who would lie able to make: She has taken the same interest in thu Carl and William, who, with their wives
not been here lor forty years.
and chltdrais have made them a visit,
the eyepiece of the sextant and. passK. H.
Oct. 8.
the calculation.
Besides, lie had u» «harch of her fathers here. Hhe bad an have returned lo Massachusetts.
ing through the tube, casts a solar desire to suffer the
such an open hand for those in need and a ready
obloquy
CASTINE.
Get.
Image on the opi>os!te wall. The track
act would cast upon him. for wbeu he sympathy for those m trouble of any
Mrs. J. M. Vogel! and son Edward are of this round spot of light changes
stopped to think he bus forced to ad- hind.
INDIAN POINT.
with the season, traversing a slightly
While having a competence that enabled
spending a week in Portland.
mlt that no more chimerical Idea could !
E. Richards and Grace E. Higgins
Hoyi
different
each
There
Is
anday.
do
human
;
path
her to
neads,
large things for
enter the brain of man.
Henry Vogell ol East Weymouth is
are attending high school at West Eden.
1
other thing that puzzled the owners of
So be was obliged ta wait and while she did not neglect or forget to do the
visiting his brother, J. M. Vogell.
Mra. Nettie B. Higgins, who has spsnt
The only Inthe Granville estate.
waiting planned an excuse for what■ little kindnesses which cheer and brighteu
Mr. and E. P. Walker and daughter,
scription on the statue, or, rather. Its he promised to do. lie determined ta the weary, sick and sorrowing. $fce was a few weeks la Bar Harbor, is home.
lor
the
lor
Portland
left
Friday
Mary
Miss Georgia Richards, who has been
pedestal. Is the date of Richard Gran- make a hole In the wall w here the suit “given to hospitality,’' and until failing
winter.
toe
ville's birth. And not only Is the date
spot rested on the 17th of June at health prevented, entertained freely. She employed at Somsaville, is home for
Mrs. Beales has returned to Bath after,
given, but the hour and minute.
twenty-five minutes post lO in the was faithfal to her friends and she had no winter.
She was accompanied by
a week here.
Of all topics connected with the
morning, and be proposed to tell the enemies.
Mra. Charlotte Clark and Miss Eva
Mrs. Alice Billings.
statue probably the giving of this miMrs. Morton had no children of her Ladd of Treat on visited Mrs. John Abram
household that he waa looking for #
Mrs. Ueorge Wardwell has returned to nute Information was most discussed
convenient location fora chimney he gssa, bat she gave two nieoee, Misses recently.
Belfast, after a week with her daughter, No one who saw It could remember was
H.
thinking of building. Every day i Charlotte and Lana Morton, a mother’s
Oct. 8,
Mrs. Cash.
having seen any memorial giving either after that the colonel watched the!
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Walker are spendthe hoar and minute of a birth or the
The Wh« le Neighborhood Knows
movement of the spot with keen biterBusiness Proposition.
Mrs. Anna Pelier, VM Jefferson St.. So.
ing a few days at the Ayer camp, visiting hour and minute of a death. But one
est, and at the end of a month he'
Neb., write*:
"I
recommend
Omaha,
son
Edmund.
A little lad came in the grocery sf ’>•’«?
their
generation after another passed away, could calculate pretty nearly where It Foley’s Honey and Tar a* acansure
cure for
The
U.
Oct. 1.
and no plausible reason for either the
would fall on the ITth of June. How- cough* and cold*. It cured my daughter for a fhre-cent head of lettuce.
of a bad cold. My neighbor. Mrs. Uen«on.
the withered
statue or its singular Inscription was
ever, he waited till the date came cared bersrlf and whole family with Foley * clerk was removing
SOUND.
ten
Honey and Tar. snd ever.wmr in our neigh- leaves and told the boy they cost
suggested, v
round.
borhood apeak* highly of it.’* This reliable
Shirley Higgins, who is in the navy, is
cents, whereupon he remarked. “Can t
During the civil war Elwood Gran*'uw, on ine i.tn or June ine mn family remedy masters rrcup. It clears the
home on a short furlough.
it
ville, the owner of the estate at that stands very high, practically at the air passages and e»*es the gasping, strang- you take off a few leaves and make
ling fight for breath.—Moore’s Drug Store.
Mrs. A. A. Hanna ol Sorrento is visiting time, fought for the maintenance of
five cents?**
highest point during the year. Conher daughter, Mrs. Clande Murphy.
the Bystem In the Introduction of which
sequently the spot was at the lowest
Mrs. Fannie Billings of Bluehill, who his progenitor took so Important a part.
point. In fact, it rested on the floor.
i Jtrtti count*.
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank
Colonel Granville was a religious man
The colonel bored a hole in the floorand one of those who traced authority
Eawrie, baa returned home.
ing, inclining it from the sextant to
for slavery from the Bible. After the
the point of the spot's contact, and, inH.
Oct. 1.
war he returned to hla plantation and
serting a tube, noted a place in the
cellar where the line of vision probegan to run It anew under the system
aubfTtiBnnnttft
that had been born during the straggle
longed would strike. Then one night
ba« three member* jm ahould know
when the household was asleep be
A few papera that had belonged to
enjoy life.
went Into the cellar with a lantern, a
the original Granville were handed
1. The popular liquid form of Pcruna—the reliable
in
tMkiertlM American hmwshalil. with ■ loe* hhwr of
down through his descendants. They
pick and a spade and began to dig.
how often children suffer from worms, they
He bad cut through the cement bothad been preserved time and again by
would take oare and guard againat this com2. The tablet form, which ia made after the same
mon ailment of childhood.
different persons, but appeared to con- tom of the cellar and dug down exactI is more convenient (or many.
ueibjjrcvi
Signs Ul wuruji arc.
tain nothing to throw any light on the ly ten feet when be struck masonry.
swollen upper Up.
.the Ideal laxative, by the regular use of
stomach,
was
which constipation msy he overcome sod
It
not
well
and
very
breath,
connected
the
writer
put
together,
offensive
with
or
nour stomach,
puzzles
nntmrii Mkkklh bat do
he soon loosened the upper stones,
hard and full belly, with occareceiver.
One day Colonel Granville,
drug, but ia an aid to nature.
So many
sional gripings.and pains about
to
an
Your
ail three.
In
coming
this
was
druggtatua
open
space.
himself
with
while amusing
these docthe navel, pale face of leaden
thooaanda have received benefit from the
an Iron box or safe, such as was used
uments. read a letter fiom the founder
tint.eyes heavy and dull.twitchuae of one or both these remedies that they
or
ing eyelids, itching of the nose,
are a recognized part of the equipment
many years ago. A blow of the pick
of hla bouse to a clergyman. In which
every careful household.
the former said that he would like to knocked off the cover, and there lay a
CrhmU. Otir
•an
dr. conch, grinding of the teeth, little red
mass of gold coins.
On the coins lay
points sticking out on tongne, storting dur- leave at bis death a fund for the bene- a
ing sleep, slow feeer.
paper, which Colonel Granville read.
fit of the negro race In America, but
Over to veers ego Dr. True discovered the
His Idea derived from the letter writformule of Dr. True's BlUir, the Fsmlly Lecthe time would not come for perhaps
etlve end Worm Expeller. Since then people
ten by his ancestor was correct
Here
one or two centuries when such a bebeve been writing ns letters like this: “My
was a chest containing a mixture of
little grenddeughter bed pin-worms very
could
be
utilized.
quest
Dr.
bedly, end efter teking pert of e bottle ofMrs.
Spanish and other gold pieces,
Proliably the statement had bean English,
True’s Elixir is very much better. This
with a will bequeathing the treasure to
Qeorgle Philpot, Houston. Texes." es the read a hundred times by Richard Granfound an institution for the amelioraremedy hes e world-wide reputetion
ville’s descendants without making any
one sefe end relieble remedy for worms end
tion of the negro race.
disorders for c,
stomech
marked
But
Colonel
GranImpression.
At ekiJ.fuMtr (*>
both young end old.
Colonel Granville replaced the earth
ville read It at a time when the negro
deeiers.
40c.
00c; end
UJUUn.mirn»
over the treasure and left it to think
*1.00. Write us.
slave had been Just emancipated and
out the problem before him.
Such a
called. In all the Ignorance Induced by
bequest coming from the original tesGive Perfect Satisfaction
hla condition, to citizenship.
The tator would be absorbed in
legal techmeaning of the statement, “The time nicalities.
Besides, Granville would
would not come for perhaps one or two not like the
are economical
notoriety attached to bringMore ing out so
centuries.” was plain to him.
many old coins—coins that
even
than one century had passed and he knew came from the
price of slaves
brought the changed conditions. This and probably the loot of piracy. He
led Colonel Granville, who was eager resolved to say nothing about this
and
tbe
to help the negro, now that he had bestrange request, but to dispose of It
come a freeman, onward and upward,
piecemeal and erect in his own name
Um Mi-o-na Tablets, they are one of tbe
!e think of the benefits that would acthe institution for which it was intendmost effective and safe remedies for out-ofBesides quickly stopping
ed. This intention he carried out, and
order stomachs.
crue from such a bequest as was mentbe distress Mi-o-na soothes the irritated
MM« In lM(«r
tioned In the letter.
many a negro is now being educated
Maine
walls of the stomach, strengthens and builds
Then suddenly two connected Ideas with the money derived from the Bale
up tbe digestive organs. Do not suffer an*
other day, get a 40c box at once. For sale al
brain.
>f
hie
ancestors.
The
Colonel
Granville's
entered
Chas. E. Alexander’s.
:

It Contained

ImporMessage.

Felt Wretched UnM He started
Te Take "Finit-a-ttns"
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy P. Byard of Haverhill,
Mass., were in town last week.
summer
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ville, Fla., where be has work in
yard for the winter.

is home
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Napoleon said,

"An

army fights on
Its stomach."
No one has ever dlsputed his wisdom, so it must be right,
If any further proof is needed, to eonvinco "Doubting Thomases,” a visit to
any army camp at mesa time will diesolve alt contradictory opinions. All
United States soldiers are real fighters, so It Is little wonder that they are
all great eaters.
Uncle Sam’s grub
la good, but it must be plentiful and
the supply must be on a huge scale to
feed the million or more men Uncle
Sam is to train and place on the battlefield in France.
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of raid ile. eased; date of qualification Sepboard” with the conupon the
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Mrs. Lydia Lunt died Sept. 15, after
long illness. Sbe bad been an invalid tbe
past flve years. Sbe leaves ten children
Mrs. Charles Wallace, Flora Rice, Sabra
Rice, Mary 8. Lunt and Lizzie Thurlow,
all of this place; Cora Richard, of New
York; William R., Edwin S., Calvin B.,
Olendon L. Tbe funeral was held at the
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M. Tre ccr y, who has been employed at Bar Haroor, is home.
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ton, to attend Higgins classical
after
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Bosseveral weeks at home, have gone to
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ton.
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Dalt.

BLUEH1LL FALIA
Angie Csuaage is si noine fi m
Point.
Flye’e
ha e
Mrs. H. H. Surratt and daughter
Mrs.
returned to Brookline, Maas., and
Betty wilt go to New York
Mrs.

Oct. 1.

out

of

Crumbs.

your

HEADACHE
From Deranged Stomach

only

makes you feel sick, uncomfortable, unhappy and blue, but it is often
expensive because it interferes with your ability to work and prevents you from
earning your usual salary. It is often w holly unnecessary, if you only avoid
abusing your stomach, eat proper food, take time for your meals, and rest a little
after eating. Do these things and you w'on’t have headaches; but if
you art
suffering, take the true “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine, to start up your liver and
bowels, or to regulate your digestion and you will find prompt relief from sick
headaches. 35 centa a bottle. Sample free. The “L. F.” Medicine Co.„
not

Portland, Maine

motor

! the power that
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pure but

was

requires

that is
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not
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only

uniform.

It is because every gallon of
SOCONY Motor Gasoline is like
every other gallon, no matter
where you buy it, that SOCONY
runs a motor so much more

efficiently

than the best of

un-

identified

gasolines. A carburetor once
adjusted to SOCONY
is adjusted for keeps.
You

will find

gives
Say
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helpful
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Mrs. Julia Webster visited at Southwest Harbor last week.
Oct. 8.
Thelma.

To set

EAST BURRY.
B. H.

most

| workers in all local activities, a most
wife of Harrington excellent Christian character. She will
visited here last week.
be greatly missed. She leaves a widowed
Herbert Conary and wife of Sunshine mother, one brother and a host of friends.
Oct. 8.
visited here last week.
Rex.

turned to
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and
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Sept. 29,

Williamson
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Schools began Oct. 1; Mrs. Lida Green
teacher in district No. 7 and Miss
Leathers In No. 5.
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Fred Powers, after a few weeks
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!
Heivey B. Phillips, of Med- I service at the Union church has been
v ount>
oi Mii.dt< aea. Com u nchanged from 8 to 7.30 o’clock. The Sunday
m asachuaetta,
by bia mortgage
<wi.ua <dU>i ember 6. 1919, and recorded in
evening services at St. Mary’s church
ca county
registty of d.eds, voi W2, will be held at the same hour.
P**e
cot vrjrd to me. the
undersigned, a
t*,n 11,1 "f
parcel of land situated in
The local office of the American express
'n ibe
county of Btfncock an State of
atite.on .hr north wide o» he road leading company has been moved from the John‘>m a Uw jt uio
Hlu-niU. and particu ariy son budding* on
Main street to T. N.
**cnoeu m in* de«d from Anna U Jar % it to
for the winter.
“®*eo* M**e. dated
Rodney
94, 1889. and re- Graves’ store
January
<“We.l lu »atd
regiatr>, in vul. 129, page &»8. Brszier, who has been in charge of the
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Rupert Farnsworth, a junior volunteer,
expected home to-day, after being away
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funeral
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Capt. John Marshall is at home from
yachting.
George Carman has closed his store

Young, who has been visit*
Mr. and Mrs. R. Lewis Smith are receivj log in Boston, is home.
on the birth of a son.
ing
congratulations
tree
has
ntered
Mrs. Harvey
Bennett of Hancock is
M s. Minnie Jude of Ellsworth is visitGeorge Holden left to-day for Beverly, ! visiting her
Institute of Technology,
mother, Mrs. A. E. Tracy.
her
to
enter
a
Mrs.
ing
Mass.,
daughter,
hospital for treatment.
Roy Bulger.
The cooking and housekeeping club of
Roy E. McKay has a position on n
Mrs. Agnes Phippin and daughter FanH. H. Kane and wife of Addison visited steamboat
seven girls,
which has been meeting dur*
j
running from New York to
nie are guests of Mrs. Luella
their
the
Stanley,
j,
Mrs.
Elmer Leach, last ; Pawtucket, R. I.
ing
daughter,
summer, receiving instructions in
Mrs.
Eva
week.
Richardson
and
and
Charles Googins who has been at home
!
cooking
daughter |
housekeeping, proved their
Alton Herrick of Chicago, who is in the having some repairs made on his house,,
ability Saturday afternoon, when they Evelyn returned to their home Thursday.
a
gave
Rooney.
aviation corps is visiting his
public lesson at the town hall.
!•_
father, Dr. F. has gone to Orono.
S. Herrick.
This community has been deeply sadWEST THE MONT.
j Dr. A. W. Cleaves, who bought the farm
dened by the death of Ailsa, daughter of
Wallace Kane, Prin Allen, H. F. Free- of Mr«*. Almira Clark, has repaired the
Dalton Reed and
wife
visited
hay barn and built a modern stable.
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Page,
who died at
tby and Eugene Kane have returned from ;I Oct. 8.
Reed’s mother last week.
M.
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TRENTON.
In
health we hardly realize
Mrs. Leroy J. Davis has
returned
that we have a network of nerves, but
when strength is declining the same from Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Kate Cousins and children are
nervous system gives the alarm in
in Milbridge.
headaches, tiredness, dreamful sleep, visiting
irritability, and unless corrected, leads Miss Blanche A. HopHn* has gone to
Cambridge, Mass., where she has employstraight to a breakdown.
ment.
Scott's Emulsion is exactly what you
Oct. 1.
May.
should take; its rich nutriment gets
into the blood and so feeds the tiny
To feel strong, have good appetite
and
nerve-cells while the whole system digestion, sleep sound and enjoy life, use
Burdock
Blood Bitters, the family system
responds to its refreshing tonic force.

ventional candles at head and feet.
After the action, which was somewhat
rapid, one of the actors. alone, stood
before the audience qpd sang. Soon a
candle fell from Its position and lay
i
burning on the sheet that lay over
Ror C. Hainks. Reg *t*r.
| the “dead” person.
In the commotion that quickly folNOTICK or rORKCUMOKK.
lowed, civilians whistled, called, stirred
TIrH E K F. \ s Mvrv H. Mayo, late of Eden
about and motioned to the singer to
Ham o-.-k county. 8 ate of Main
M
b]
!«■* inor gtu- deed, da’ ed hr drat day of Jan
put out me name, a soiuier, nowever,
• tj, a 'i
liM*. and recorded in H»u ocl
the stag.' and put out the
ero' ty registry of deed*, hook MM. page 4?n ! mounted
(oov^yrd iu me. me undersigned. acertaii: I fire with his bare hands,
receiving a
Bto» par.el of laud ahuated lu said town ol
tdfu. an.il bound e 1 and described «w follow* I hearty cheer from the audience.
to*b:
H> gtm.ine on the north aide of ibe
And the singer continued his song.
r>«*» Ira
f.unj

Paetpof <|

short

M
WE ARE NERVOUS
perfect

“cooling

tember 4. a. d
John W. Grindle. late of the city, conn.y
lad elate oi New York, decease*
John F.
ii owl.on of Kliswortb, in aaid conn >, ap*
bowie-i /.dininistrator de boms no» with the
will aaneiej of the estate of aaid decease.);
da.eof qualification September 4, a. d. I9i7.
Dated at Kilaworth. in said countv, tbis
tseoty-aixtb day of Hrptember. a. d. I9t7.
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Union church Sunday afternoon,
Kev. B. H. John on of Ellsworth officiating.
The bearers were Howard
Martin, Ralph
Young, Monroe Moon and Hugh Joy,

Rollins of Milliken regiment,
training at Westfield, Mass., was

now

Mrs. Walter T. Stanley will leave this
a visit in
Waltham, Mass.
J. R. Pwelley, wife and daughter Elizabeth left last week to visit in Franklin.
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week for

Harbor hospital following an operafor appendicitis. Although but eleven
years old, Ailsa had endeared herself to
every one by her unselfishness, her sunny
disposition and her submission, without a
complaint, to nearly three years of suf-
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Capt. Walter Hadlock and wife spent
in Bangor with their son

Russell.
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father, H.

Crabtree’s

Mrs. Lewis Sherman and children and
Miss Emily Shepard, who have been
guests of Charles Sherman and wife, bavo
returned to Pembrook, Mass.

the week-end
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For over 100 years thousands of homes
have been safely defended against evil
effects from Coughs, Golds, Sore Throat.
Cramps, Chills, etc., by this wonderfully
soothiug, healing, pain destroying anodyne.
From a physician’s prescription, and for
internal as well as external use.

Mrs. F. K. Riley, who has been visiting
her parents, Cap*. and Mrs. O. W.
Foss,
has returned to
Bangor for the winter.
Mrs. James Conley of Isle au Haut and
Mrs. fcJoper of Bar Harbor were in town
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more

Red, White and Blue sign.
Standard Oil Co. of New York

The Sign of a Reliable Dealer
and the World’s Best Gasoline

DEALERS WHO SELL
SOCONY MOTOR GASOLINE

C. L.

Morang,

Ellsworth

Silvy & Hagerthy,
H. F.

Wescott,

J. B.

Bettel,
Austin Chatto,

Bluehili

C. F. Wescott, Jr.
I. E.

Stanley,

F. L.

Mason,

t

A. R.

So. Bluehili

F. L.

E. Bluehili

Consry,
Greene,
Daniel McKay,
R. E. Rankin,

H. W.

Johnson,

Surry
Franklin
Hancock

G. W. Colwell & Co. S. Hancock
H. L. Smith,
Lamoine
Hi H. Hopkins,
Trenton

Us SKIS that he Win never consent
to play *e the gallery as mn the hot
generals are sometimes tempted to do.
It is Haig's great merit that he Mdes
his time and only strikes when be la
able to strike in real earnest. Pershing resembles the British leader in this
respect, and Europe has had enough
war experience to know
that these
are the men who get the real results
at the leari possible cost In lives, and
that though they have Uttle to show on
the war map. they are steadily, persistently. relentlessly wearing down
the toughest foe that ever took the
Held.
What can be said, however, without
giving any Information to the eneaay Is
that here In Franc# Americans win
co-operate throughout the winter In
the gigantic task of preparing for the
The details cannot he
death blow.
discussed, but the ground has been
cleared for a colossal amount of work,
embracing all branches that go to
make for the efficient operation at n
modern war machine, and a Mg share
will be taken over during the bad
weather by Americana, not only In
the Tnlted States, but also In France.
And this qnlte aside from the training
of the fighting men and the education
of the officers In the latest phases of
wurfare.
The result or all thla activity will
be that neat spring the entente allies
will possess a snperemlnent war machine, gunned, manned and equipped
In an unprecedentedly complete and
magnificent manner. It was correct to
say last winter that In 1917 the entente
allies would develop a striking force
which could not be exceeded In 1918
If the war continued.
But at that
time the Intervention of the Cnlted
States wag only a dim possibility; the
revolution In Russia and the collapse
of her army we*e foreseen by nobody.
Tough Problem for Enemy.
As the situation standa at present,
with the Cnlted States adding her
mighty power to the common lot, and
with a still unextinguished hope that
the Muscovites may be brought back
to their old aggressive fighting, men
belonging to the Inner circles of Eurrope affirm their belief that the entente
allies will be able to confront lllndenburg with a far harsher problem In
1918 than they could have hoped to
put np to him In 1917.
Next spring the British army will
still be at top strength, for In the past j
summer Haig has put forth nothing j
like his maximum effort, and In consequence has suffered losses far below ]
the figures anticipated at the British
When it was seen that the !
war office.
Russian army must drop out of all j
offensive plans this summer and that
Germany would be able to develop an j
unexpected strength upon the western
front, the Franco-Brltlsh policy naturally became more conservative. The
building up of the American armies ;
has confirmed the wisdom of this
course, which looks to the accumulation of an Irresistible power before the
last continuous, annihilating blows are
delivered upon all possible fronts.

ALLIES PREPARE
FOR THE WINTER
Warm Clothing Being Rushed
From Factory and Home
to Men in Trenches.

BIG MOVES NOT L

FOB

Short, Sharp Blow* at Selected Point*
During Fin* Spells, With Occasional Airplane Raida To Bo
Order of Day for Winter.
Parle.—Preparation* for the fourth
winter campaign on the western front
are already In full awing.
The Rummer campaign 1* over, and while both
the English and French may be expected to make a few big drives, it ii
not anticipated that the beginning oi
winter, for military purposes, will see
any radical alteration in the war map
Of France and Flanders,
Millions of sweaters, socks, pppet
anits, rubber Wellington boots, head
wraps, mufflers, gloves and mittens
are beginning to flow out from factory and borne to the French poll us
and British Tommies, hundreds of
thousands of whom are facing their
fourth winter period in the trenches.
The comfort of the fighting man is
so carefully studied now, after thre*
years’ experience, that nothing will be
overlooked to make the coming harsh
trial bearable.
Practically all the way from N'leuport to Verdun the armies are In quarters totally different from those they
occupied last winter; with the exception of one or two stretches
as
around La Bassee and the Argonne—
the French and British are stationed In
captured German lines. Throughout
the spring and summer the men have
shown little inclination to dig, feeling
that in view of the possibility of a
further move fa.-ward. Just enough
shelter was good enough for the time
being. Turning over earth has never
appealed to any infantry In this war.
but necessity is likely to force theta to
do a lot of it in order to provide themselves with snug and well-drained !
trenches for the winter.
—

TO STOP WASTE
Became Her
IN ARMY CAMPS
True Hero

US,”

80 •&* found him with
a
of face that had thl.
morning,
convincing appearance of suffer nE
It was tbe first time she
had
him In citizen's clothe*, and he
In soma nuaccountalde
way 'ilk* 1
stranger.
“R-oda,” he began sharply.
|,.
something to tell yon."
"I know what It Is," she
murmured
softly. "I read In the paiier last
nigh,
the soldiers, the boats, are
leaving
Yon will Lave to go."
morrow.
The man si*** deliberately
-»0~
be said. “I will not hare to go.
not—a soldier.
It was all a to
serahle
lie. something I allowed you to 1*1
Here because I wished to keep on
teeHe turned on her
ing you."
fiercely
“1-ook hete, Rhoda," he cried, "t ve
had
to see yon!
That day. the Brst
when yoor eye* looked down on me
la
pity, you were to me the sweetest thing
In all (Jod’s world. I had to know
y,„
to hold yon near me. some way.
The
pretended wound for the time answered the pun****: then in my
hapinei*
I let things drift.
Dear, look
me

*e*m!S

ers.

•Yon should not he here alone In the
sua." she said severely aud bent,
adjusting her own parasol to shade
hot

Rigid Economy.

Of ACRES 6. MtOCAR

SOME USE JOR EVERYTHING

Boon a Very Considerable

Expense.
war

hire waters.
what

Rhode s laughter turned to sighsbe spied In the distance shaies
majestic and sinister. Some of thiae
to
greet boats, she had heard, were
bear away the new recruits for the
nary, for orer this land of spring and
sunshine loomed the dark cloud of war.
Rboda turned from the sea to look
Sbe to >k
down the nestling hillside.
out her bit of knitting as sbe stood to
catch a stitch or two. Sbe bad promised the Bed Cross society at home to
For
send her work to them there.
weeks sbe snd her friends had been
making the soft, white bandages, feusing the while, yet underneath tU.-lr
sea.

ing

The food administration baa received from the secretary of war an
announcement
of a thorough-going
plan for conserving all the waste material of the National army camps,
which will resist In salvaging many
thousands of dollars.

as

fear still hoping that peace might l>e

proclaimed.

1

the wastes will be collected and transported to a single “transfer station” under the direction of the
sanitary Inspector. Through the use
of the two-can system, wastes will be
tightly enclosed throughout their colSterilized cans will be sublection.
stituted for the filled cans at the
kitchens, the nuisance of disagreeable
odors and danger from files being reduced to a minimum. Every step Id
the process of reclamation and utilization la carefully safeguarded and is
under the absolute direction of a sanitary force, each contractor being
placed under heavy bonds.
At the transfer station, the wastes
are turned over to a contractor, who
will remove them to a point at least
three miles distant from the reservation. There the wastes will be completely sorted. Bottles will be sterilized and sold for commercial use. Tin
cana will-be baled and the solder, tin
and Iron reclaimed.
Paper, which Is
estimated about five tons per day, will
be baled. Bones will be kept separate'
and ground for fertilizer. The hides
of dead animal* will be removed and
the carcasses “reduced” for grease and
cantonment

Suddenly, as sbe gaaed downward.
Rboda's eyes, blue as the sea Itself,
widened wonderlngly. There In lie
sunlight, stretched upon the groan I.
lay a man s blue clad figure. Hi ddled up as he was. his bared head c adied on one arm. she could discern l he
costume of a nary officer or soldi -r.
“Recruiting, perhaps," Rboda decid'd.
Theu slowly end as though painfully
the man moved to a sitting posture,
while the girl gave a cry of horror, for
his other srtu was bandaged to the
shoulder and the bandage deeply stained with crimson.
At her startled riy the soldier g'«need upward, then hastily, and. as Though
in com punch on for frightening her. he
drew across the toil sihill'si nsndage a
ehaik lying beside him on Ihe ground.
Kven from that distance Rhoda could
see that the man was ghastly pale. His
art of unselfish rhiva’.-v touched her
deeply. How or where in this Mine of
quiet pre|uiratiou be could bare received that bleeding wound she did not
know, hut her duty was plain—she must
hasten at once to his assistance.
She was glad as she hurried along
»f her few lessons In first aid at the
society, hpt actual need made such a
She was dlzx.r with fear
difference.
of faintness nt the s'gh of Idood. Sbe
lookirl down fearfully at Ihe kultted
“Of what use If
s|snige In her hand.
not now?The soldier raised Inqulr-

sne Mia.
just
you know.
it *s going to menu to face Are.
'nst u h: t you art* prepared to do for
your country’* rake over and over
igtlu. I admire a ooldier. I admire
She broke off to laugh
a brave man."
tremulously. "Excuse me.” mild Ithoda: "that was a burst of patriotism.”
She turned to him. “Are you feeling
more sure of yourself? Shall I go?"
The man put out hi* sound hand,
protesting. "Please, not yet.” he said.
"Then you admire feats of daring? I
could tell you some." And be did.
In breathless Interest Rboda listened,
while the morning hours *'lp|ie<l all
unheeded Into a golden noon. There
were tales of adventure, the mlra'-tiloift scaling of high, forbidding cliffs,
leaps of re klessnesa Into dark and
foaming waters. Tbls wounded man.
with 111* spiritually beautiful face, had
accomplished these feats, and more,
and when the distant great steel clad
ships should sail away into the very
mouth of danger be would go, smiling
as bravely as be smiled at her now
through his pain. Rhoda arose And
Impulsively he’d out her hand.
“I do not like to leave you so alone.”
she said, troubled.
I’p tbc lull crime swlngtngly another
seamans
"That's all light."
figure.
her hero hastily told her.
“Barney’s
coming a'ter me now.” But the s|nrttlel
look was iu his eves again. "Might I
keep the parasol for this afternoon’s
shade, and. I* It Isn’t asking too much,
could you stop for It here tomorrow?"
"Why. cf course I'll flop." said Ithoda. I p the hill she went thoughtfully. There were g'owlng spots of pink
In her cheek*, brought forth by this
young mail's tales of brave achievement. There was so.'t mistiness In the
blue eyes. In pity for Ills patient suffering. And as llboda looked for the
last time that nigh: at the stars she
wh* still
thinking of the cheery, patient voting man and of the great ships
waiting out there some place In the
darkness.
And the man. when she had left him,
stretched himself Oat upon the ground
and. throwing two strong arms above
his head. smiled Into the rose colored
shade of the little silken istraaol.
'Time's up." culled Harney, approachlug. "Come out and get busy." Then
a* Ids e.tes fell upon the parasol the
"navvy" whistled. "What the devilT'
tie said.
•Then

Rboda paused to look oat across the
Blue It stretched as fhr as s'e
sea.
could see. She caught Ita fresh breuth
on her face and laughed for pure JoyOut there the boats
freedom.
ous
seemed suspended between sky a id

waste.

Collecting the Waste.
The army's first consideration In
planning this work has been the sanitary and hygienic problem. At each

The man answered briefly, bla eyea
bent downward. "Explosion." he said.
"An exploakm of arms?” ahe asked
him.
“At practice." he said.
He n»A d.
The girl clssped her lianda about her
knees and looked again off over the

ily
Halfway down, at the iMh bridge

department

has taken elaborate and comprehensive precautions to prevent waste la
the army cantonments, which will soon
contain more than 2,000,000 men, and
In the embarkation camps.
In the
feeding of the men waste will be minimised through the fact that the food
will be prepared under the direction
of mess cooks, who will be trained by
special courses In army cooking
schools.
The officers' training camps hare not
been under the control of the war department so far as the food supplies
are concerned, and the waste In those
camps has been due to the lack of
skilled management in the handling
of food. A committee representing tbs
war department and the United States
food administration will also assist In
dealing with problems of eliminating

|

rue young
you mind what.
as be scrambled to hi*
t y„*i keep away fn-m here
"•lo.i yo:l
•»• air ihiit.' l*.e a parasol
.>ever

m«u

replied

fr..
'»•'

wo\ld

SAW

YOU*

WOUND,”

KHODA

BEGAN

ABBUPTLY.

ins eyes to her*. and Khoda caught her
Never had
breath in embarrassment.
she seen such eyes of |»athos, large and
•lark like those of a pleading spaniel.
She fancied he was suffering.
“I saw your wound,” Rhoda began
abruptly, **!x*fore you thoughtfully cov~ed it. And if there is anything 1 can
to to make you comfortable I’d oe glad.
! I ve had a few lessons in first aid t^tbe

injured.”
A smile gathered In the depth of the
lark eyes. “Thut's good of you,” the
imu answered, the smile extending
I w himsically to his lips. “And all the
| #itiie." he added, “you are wondering
how I came to be shot.”
"I am more anxious to know now,”
I Rhoda replied, “how I may be of a»1 sfstance.
You are suffering.”
j The soldier motioned to a m >uud of
pine needles at his side. **The thing
! is bandaged up. all right.” be cheer
j fully sr.swerej h*»r. “and I haven't n
pain In the world, but If you would
I stay with me here just a little while”—
Rhoda studied his face. It was still
Then she seated herchalky white
self tieside him on the pine needle

j

j

('

tpVn:**\

T

fur

>f ;*i:d ;*’

t d ." Uy (• <•:.d ag'cavl |»«r-r ii»rl$\
K*i«h!.i rnme the next morality, hesitatingly. Several i!uim she bail been
tempted to l>reak her promise and remain awar. but each time the derision
was made some invisible, compelling
power «*emed forcing her on.
Now
she stood In strange trepidation, looking downward to tbe nook tieside the
pine ne«iJle*. Yes. already there, gleaming in the sunlight, was the rose colored parasol. She drew out her knitting,
counting stitches as she came. The
young man wore a white ngvy cap
over his wavy hair today, and he raised
his head to smile at her.
•‘Don’t ask how I am.*' be greeted
her. “Never felt ho well In my life.**
lihoda regarded the browned, handsome face.
“Yon look better.** she ronoedod. “An! the armV”
Tlie man shifted uneasily. “Oh. the
arm’s all right.’* he said.
‘‘Then.** suggested the girl. “I’ll take
ray umbrella and go.**
Ills eyes were beseeching aguin. *Tf
you’d let tue keep it for a few days.”
!:e lagged. “just w hile I’m out here
•t’s such a comfort, aud there isn’t
one tp lie- found in camp.
There were
son.’c snapshots, too. that 1 wanted to
show you. taken In the very places I
'old you nbciit yesterday.” He waited
•
(Tuleutly. Theu his frank laugh ran;'

GUtLTY FLEE,

“1

i‘,ra

Injured r

Down the bin. staging *n the wsy.
went Rboda.
Long had sbe dreamed
of springtime In the country, and now
abe waa bare here where the find
wiki flowers peeped through the green,
where the hillside brook tumbled nois-

Effect of New Plan la to Turn lata
Large Profit What Hitherto Haa

Washington.—The

"I come to rest every morning." he
told her. ’trying to get up energy for
the next stunt" He laughed shortly.
Rh da s pretty brows wrinkled perplexedly. "rut I don't understand,"
"Are you drilling, maneushe said.
vering? And bow dkl you come to be

Lovm For Woman Shorn
m Man HU Patriotic Duty

1

|

5**fc

b«.

him.

War Department Prepares Plans
to Enforce the
Most

Change in Line.
Until next spring the western line
is not likely to vary to any great extent. unless the totally unexpected
happens. High winds, morning and
evening mists, snow flurries and rain
will limit the usefulness of the airplane and diminish the enormous help
It gives nowadays In every big olfenslve. The machines are capable of performing wonders In any weather short
of a hurricane, and there will be plenty of aerial activity, especially bombing raids, right through the worst
months; but poor visibility will make
Co-operation with the gun batteries dif- “TRUST
SAY BRITISH
ficult, the more so as the Germans’
latest type of “Archibald," or anti-air- War Doea Not Make Englishmen Uncraft gun. enforces respect and comderstand American Colloquialisms
pels pilots to fly high.
Any Better Than Before.
In these circumstance# big sweeping moves are not looked for, but rathWashington.—Evidently the war has
er a repetition on a more Intensive
made the English understand
not
fertilizer.
scale of last winter's tactics. Short, American colloquialisms any better
The chief Items of waste will be the
sharp blows at selected points during than heretofore—or some particular
It is estiaud the manure.
garbage
flue spells, a continual battering on ; Englishmen are merely lacking
a
mated that there are 1,200 animals at
wide fronts 1>y concentrated gun lira sense of hmnor. anyway,
official
each cantonment, producing 120 tons
lengthening out to close-up rest eta- | Washington Is smiling an official smile of manure
At the date of
per day.
i
of
swarming
ttous. hundreds
airplanes
(which Is the diplomatic way of con- ! 'the report the manure from 11 canaviation
!
out to attack encampments,
ceallng undue mirth) over a little In- tonments had been sold for $240,900
sheds. munition dumps and lines of cident that occurred In Hampton Roads
annually.
.Communication—these willvbe tb£ reg- the other day, when Secretary Baker
Big Saving Through Garbage.
ular order of the day throughout the was on an Inspection tflp. He crossed
j
The greatest element of saving U
winter. The enemy will be kept on from oDe camp to another when a
the gartmge. This has been
the Jump all the time, great gaps will
Brltiii)t cruiser, lying near by, sig- ; through
sold for an annual price of $4-W,be tom In his dwindling reserves and nailed:
The garbage from 13 of the
■Svery possible step taken, first to pre“Who Is that going ashore flying an 394.57.
cantonments will be used for feeding
cept his ever again assuming the ini- official flag?"
swine. It is estimated on the basis of
tiative upon the western front, and.
“The secretary of war,” was the
experiments conducted at the Chillisecondly, to weaken Jilin Irreparably answer.
cothe cantonment, that the garbage
for the final knockout blow In 1918.
“Thank you.” said the Britisher.
waste from 10 to 15 men will feed one
The part the American contingents
“Don't mention It," replied our courhog and enuble It to add to its weight
will play In the winter’s activity is teous bluejackets.
At this rate, the
one pound per day.
the Closest of all mllftury secrets at
That ended It until one of our sailgarbage from these 13 cantonments
this time. There Is nothing that Hln- ors saw the British wig-wagging furiwill produce 18.9S0.000 pounds of pork
denhurg is burning to know so much ously. He read the signal.
as Just what Pershing's plans are, and
per year.
“Trust us,” the British were saying,
When not used for feeding, the garthere Is nothing that Pershing Is more “we'll never mention It to a soul.”
the
than
bent upon doing
keeping
bage will be “reduced,” that is, cooked
at high temperature, the grease exslightest hint from Illndenburg.
NONE PURSUE tracted. and the remainder ground ami
Prudence the Motto.
used for fertilizer or feeds.
But while no light can be shed at
this stage upon the plans of the Amer- ! Two Abandon Auto and Whisky in
By the method of incineration forSouth Dakota When Conscience
ican commander in chief, I am able to
merly In use, not only would all these
Stricken.
valuable waste materials have been
give this assurance, that prudence Is
have cost apdestroyed, but it
Sioux rolls, S. D.—A combination of
proximately *700.000 for the installaguilty conscience and t«x>xe resulted In tion of Incinerator plants and an anthe Lincoln county authorities capturnual charge of approximately $595,000
NOW
EMPLOY
U-BOATS
ing an automobile which had been
for their operation. When we add to
autoSMOKE SCREEN DEVICE
the
owner.
In
the
abandoned by
this saving the amount annually remobile was found a quantity of liquor,
ceived by the government from these
New York.—New German dehad
driver
of
the
car
which the
smugwastes, the net saving the first yeat
vices for aiding U-boat frightfulgled Into South Dakota. In violation of
amounts to $1,707310.
ness are reported by passengers
law.
the state-wide prohibition
The effect of this new plan, thereAmerican liner Just aron an
Worth Feldman was trying out a
fore, is not only to conserve large
automobile.
rived In port from England.
new motorcycle behind the
quantities of valuable food wastes, ferOne is the nse of a smoke
The occupants mistook him for an offitilizers. etc., but to turn into a large
screen
in which the submarine
cer. stopped the car and fled.
profit what has hitherto been a very
The machine bearing an Iowa license
may conceal Itself while attackconsiderable expense.
number was confiscated.
ing,
escaping or submerging.
—Toe smoke screen has been used
Deceive Chinese.
Germans
for months by battleships, deGERMAN TOYMAKERS LONELY
New Vork.—German propagandists
Its
stroyers and merchantmen.
kept the Chinese from knowing the
fra use by a submarine was reSend Notes W th Wares Asking Buytruth about the war for more thun a
ported in the warnings of a Uers to Write—Found by
year, said Dr. J. Preston Maxwell, head
boat off tlie Atlantic const.
Teachers.
of the Yungcbun Hospital of the EngThe oiiier device is the use of
lish Presbyterian church. Amoy.
mirrored periscopes.
By coatVirginia. Minn.—Love notes are be"They were told that Paris had falling I hem with silver the periing found by Virginia kindergarten en,” he said, “and that England had
the
reflect
surrounding
scopes
teachers in toys made In Pittsburgh
been invaded by a great army which
water and become invisible a
The foymnkers give their bad Condon in its grasp.
factories.
couple of hundred yards away.
anil addresses and Implore
names
“The climax was the unnounoement
It i« believed this explains why
“some friendly person” to write. None
Over
of the German peace terms.
survivors of several ships lately
here has confessed that
of the teni in
the wails of many places were
night
sun': saw no evidence of a subshe lias responded. .'lost of the names
placarded with these terms printed in
marine before or after the ntsigned to the limes are Kerman and Chinese characters. They were rer■e
*vel a social
writers
ta'inlj wonderful terms with Germany
ut:>>n
getting all the Lest of ...”
,1-AVV OVlVWVV -vsw. vw\vi .-_.
Little

This man *«« a soldier at
mi*Won.
kevrt. she thought admiringly, making
light of his suffering condition and
shielding its unpleasantness from oth-

out.

“Oh.

little while,*’ he said
morning.”
Again, against her own judgment
and Will, the invisible power ruled
Khadu seated herself on the pine
fondle cushion and put forth her hand
for the pictures.
So that morning became but one of
many mornings when the two would
linger together, smiling Into ea« b other’s
eyes.
dreaming
contentedly
through the silences which followed,
while the breath of sea aud hillside
seemed tilled with tbe sweet enchantment that was slowly infolding them
ho:h. Each night Rboda idealized him
as she looked at the stars.
His name
she knew and his home efty—John
RsulcMfT of Boston. But It was of his
brave chosen plan of life that she
1 reamed and of her country’s
ships in
the distance. And he?
Jehu lUidclIJT looked up at the stare,
roo. but his was a troubled gaze, for
lie had learned of Rhoda more than
her mere name and home city, and
bg
knew now* that If he were to win the
girl’s love it could not be through destay

“It’s such
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LIE."

closely. Think. Haven't you seen this
face t*f mlm» iu rnugaxtues. In pai‘en*F*
He laughed shortly. "Aud I was proud
of that fart, proud of being Jack Clifton. star actor of the movies.’
\\>.
the eou>;«Ui.v, are out here rehearsing
’Tomorrow/
the new war |4*y called
That explains my wound, whose jointed bandage 1 at tir»«t tried to hide from
you. The ad vent urea were real, thought
It hod a.
I’ve sealed the cliffs, leajied
Into the stormy waters, hut never have
I worked the deck of a man-of-war or.
In truth, served my couutry. That'*
all. But"—bia voice broke in passion—
**I love you. Rhoda ! Oh. I love you!"
Slowly the girl turned from him. "It
la not necessary," she said quietly, “tcs
enact for me the port of lover—soldier
If you would, hut not lover—please.”
She left him then, not pausing iu her
upward path. but when the girl reached her own little room she threw herself aero** the lied, weeping as she had
never
wept N*fore, That love cotild
come so swiftly, enthrallin'.; one iu Itspower, was si ra i. re. I*» r I Iu.t love
should come crooked iu deceit—rlmt wc*
hitter. Kveu Iu her grief her lip curled

scornfully.
sue u*u
A God to be worsbli>ed
made of tbl* prated actor of tbc soulful ere*.
What Idealism she had
woven around bla talks of bravery on
land and sea! Mow she bad admired
Mow loath to
bis suffering silence!
talk of bis service—no wonder! Hboda
arose stormll.v to receive a note the
maid thrust In at the door.
"Will you." It said.' without greeting

signature—“will you give me at
least the satisfaction of knowing that
your love might have been won by the
man you believed your lover to he':
Tensely, with closed eyes, the girl
considered. Tbc man she did love -It
or

was bis deceit alone which held them
apart.
Quickly she wrote ui>on the
note one word—"Yes"—aud sent It <•«
Its way.
It was strange that with the shattering of the dream its memory st 11
had |K>wcr to pain.
Rboda. wakeful,
lay u|>oii her mooulit pillow Far out
the ships were waitin'; with the turn
Just
woo were to defend her country.

what would it mean to love s mao
like that und then to let blur go:
At her breakfast plate was the morning city | o| er. telling of the d paitia;
Beside there< vuits.
ships and u
" Upajicr was folded a l.ote. Ililodn fi
ed in ijulck palu at the newly familiar
writing.
"I am g< ing away this morning, she
read, "to be the man you believed me
to be.
May I come to say goodby?"
Down the hillside, all breathless, she
one
ran to meet him, and there, after
rapturous look Into her tear stained,
radiant face, her soldier clas[«ed her in
his hungry arms. It was hard to say
farewell, for the arms would but unAnd at last,
to ding again.

clasp

when he looked back at her standing
the little rustic .bridge, be cupped
his bauds to call “I am coming back
to you!" “Soon." cried Rhoda—“aoou.
And when she could see him no more
the girl still sat gazing out over the
of
sea. and in her eyes were the light
dreams aud the Joy of years to come.
on

Fixing ths Guilt.
New Boarder—The dealers say that
the high price of eggs ts caused by
their scarcity.
or
Old Boarder- Huh! The scarcity
their
eggs In this joint Is caused by
high price.—Boston Transcript.

